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Abstract
We investigate variations of Brieskorn lattices over non-compact parameter spaces, and discuss the cor-
responding limit objects on the boundary divisor. We study the associated variation of twistors and the
corresponding limit mixed twistor structures. We construct a compact classifying space for regular singular
Brieskorn lattices and prove that its pure polarized part carries a natural hermitian structure and that the
induced distance makes it into a complete metric space.
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1. Introduction
This paper deals with a basic object attached to an isolated hypersurface singularity: the
Brieskorn lattice. It was introduced in [3] in order to understand the monodromy of the coho-
mology bundle of the Milnor fibration of such a singularity, but it turned out that it contains
much more information, it is a highly transcendental invariant of the singularity. Since [32,31]
and [10] it is evident that the Brieskorn lattice is a very well suited object to study the Torelli
problem for hypersurface singularities.
In various applications, one is interested not only in local singularities but also in regular
functions on affine manifolds with isolated critical points. In this case, one can also define a
Brieskorn lattice, which contains more information than the sum of the local Brieskorn lattices
at the critical points, in particular, its structure depends very much on the behavior of the func-
tion at infinity. In [29], a precise condition, called cohomological tameness for these functions is
given which ensures that this algebraic Brieskorn lattice is a free module over the ring of poly-
nomial functions on the base. However, as the dimension of the cohomology of the Milnor fiber
of such a function need not to be equal to the sum of the Milnor numbers of the critical points,
it might happen that the Brieskorn lattice has the “wrong” rank. In order to overcome this, and
for various other reasons, it is convenient to work with a twisted version of the Brieskorn lat-
tice, called Fourier–Laplace transformation. This transformation can also be done in the local
case, i.e. for the Brieskorn lattice of an isolated hypersurface singularity. Alternatively, there is a
direct description of this twisted object using Lefschetz thimbles and oscillating integrals. This
description makes the definition of a polarizing form, given by the intersection form of Lefschetz
thimbles in opposite fibers, very transparent. It goes back to the work of Pham [26,27], a short
version of it, which is also valid for families of Brieskorn lattices can be found in [12, Section 8].
The interest in studying the global situation of tame functions on affine manifolds comes from
the mirror symmetry phenomenon, which relates in an intricate way data defined by such a poly-
nomial function (called B-model in physics) to data from symplectic geometry (called A-model),
namely, the quantum cohomology of some particular symplectic manifolds. This correspondence
can be stated as an isomorphism of Frobenius manifolds defined by the two geometric inputs. On
the B-side, the key tool to the construction of these Frobenius structures is exactly the Fourier–
Laplace transformation of the Brieskorn lattice of the tame functions.
In both cases (local or global), the outcome of this construction (or of the direct approach
via Lefschetz thimbles and oscillating integrals) is an object which consists of a holomorphic
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pairing between opposite fibers of that bundle with a prescribed pole order at zero. The same kind
of object exists for the A-model, called Dubrovin- or Givental-connection, where the flatness
of the connection expresses all the properties of the quantum multiplication, in particular, its
associativity, which is equivalent to the WDVV-equation of the Gromov–Witten potential.
The B-model comes canonically equipped with some extra ingredient, namely, a real or even
integer structure of the flat bundle on C∗. It is the bundle generated by Lefschetz thimble over
R resp. Z. The flat structure and the real structure make it possible to construct a canonical
extension of the bundle to P1 such that connection and the pairing extend appropriately. The
result of this construction is what was called an integrable twistor structure in [28, Chapter 7],
and by generalizing it to the case of families of Brieskorn lattices, Simpson’s theory of harmonic
bundles and variations of twistor structures comes into play (see, e.g., [35–37]). Notice however
that the harmonic bundles defined by this construction starting from a (Fourier–Laplace transform
of (a)) Brieskorn lattice carry additional structure, which were called t t∗-geometry by Cecotti and
Vafa [5,6].
It is by no means evident to identify the real structure on the A-side, but in the recent papers
[15,16] and [17], Iritani has made an important progress. He shows that one might abstractly
define real or integer structures of the A-model connection which have a good behavior under
rather mild conditions and he gives a concrete description of the real/integer structure obtained
by mirror symmetry for toric orbifolds in terms of K-groups. As a consequence, one has, at least
in favorite cases of examples, the same structure on both sides, which is an analytic or formal ob-
ject inducing a rich geometry on the parameter spaces, which mixes in a subtle way holomorphic
and anti-holomorphic data. Hence it seems to be a good idea to formalize the setup, and study
these structures abstractly. This direction has been initiated in [12], and pursued in [13,14]. The
geometric object sketched above was called TERP-structure in these papers. This abbreviation
stands for “twistor, extension, real structure and pairing”. The main philosophy which we con-
tinue to exploit in this article is that TERP-structures are an interesting generalization of Hodge
structures, and that one should try to generalize the known results from Hodge theory to (varia-
tions of) TERP-structures. In particular, the notion of pure resp. pure polarized TERP-structures
are defined in a natural way generalizing the corresponding notions for Hodge structures.
Very recently, objects quite similar to TERP-structures have been introduced and studied
in [20], under the name “non-commutative Hodge structures”. According to the main conjecture
of [20], they arise as the cyclic homology of certain categories, thought of as a “non-commutative
spaces”. Via this construction, these structures also appear in the homological mirror symmetry
program.
There is an important difference between the two above mentioned classes of examples:
Whereas the pole at the origin of the connection has order at most two in all cases by defini-
tion, it defines a regular singularity in the sense of [7] in the local case (i.e., in the case where
the origin is the only critical point of the function). We call the corresponding TERP-structures
regular singular. However, starting with a tame polynomial function, the corresponding TERP-
structure will in general have a pole defining an irregular singularity at the origin. The analysis of
TERP-structures of this type, call irregular, is more involved. One reason is that the connection
defines, besides the monodromy, the far more subtle Stokes structures, which have to be taken
into account. On the other hand, due to a recent, fundamental result of Sabbah [30] we know
that the TERP-structure of a tame polynomial is always pure polarized, contrary to the local (i.e.
regular singular) case.
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applies to arbitrary (variations of) TERP-structures, the second one (Sections 7 to 9) concerns
mainly the regular singular case. Our main motivation for the whole article is to develop a theory
of period maps for variations of regular singular TERP-structures (e.g., for μ-constant deforma-
tions of isolated hypersurface singularities) in a way similar to the usual study of variations of
Hodge structures, as in [9,33]. A particularly powerful tool in this theory is the use of hyper-
bolic complex analysis for horizontal maps to period domains. In order to imitate this approach
for variations of regular singular TERP-structures, one needs appropriate targets for these pe-
riod maps, i.e., classifying spaces of such regular singular TERP-structures. These spaces have
been defined and studied for Brieskorn lattices in [32] and [10]. However, there is no discus-
sion of the corresponding t t∗-geometry on the classifying spaces in these papers, simply because
there was no clean mathematical framework for doing this at that time. The general theory of
TERP-structures and the relation to twistor structures and harmonic bundles is worked out in [12]
and [13]. Moreover, we showed in [14] how to use the twistor construction to obtain a hermitian
metric on the pure polarized part of the classifying space. We also calculated the holomorphic
sectional curvature on horizontal tangent directions, and proved its negativity. As in the case of
Hodge structures, this is one of the key results to apply hyperbolic complex analysis for period
maps defined by variations of TERP-structures. However, a crucial point was left open in that
paper: this metric we constructed on the classifying space is not complete in general. The reason
behind this fact is the following: We fixed the spectral pairs in order to relate this classifying space
to the classifying spaces of Hodge structures via a construction modeled after Steenbrink’s mixed
Hodge structure on the cohomology of the Milnor fiber of an isolated hypersurface singularity.
But it might very well happen that a special member of a variation of regular singular TERP-
structures has different spectral pairs than the general member of this family. These “missing
limit points” of the classifying space prevent the metric from being complete. In order to solve
this problem, one is forced to look for a suitable compactification of the classifying space, such
that the hermitian metric on its pure polarized part extends and yields a complete distance. In
particular, the spectral pairs must not be fixed for this larger space. This is the basic idea behind
the construction of the compact classifying space in this paper: We fix an interval for the range
of the spectrum, but not the spectral numbers themselves. Then we can expect to capture the
phenomenon of jumping spectrum. The price we have to pay for this is that the space we obtain
can be very singular. However, we will show that the expected results hold: One can still define
the pure polarized part of this space, and the distance induced by the hermitian metric coming
from the twistor construction will be shown to be complete.
Let us give a short overview on this paper. Following the general line of arguments in Hodge
theory (see, e.g., [33]), we discuss in the first five sections of this paper the behavior of arbitrary
(i.e., possibly irregular) families of TERP-structures lattices at boundary points of the parameter
spaces. In Section 2, we briefly recall the necessary definitions from [12] and [13] and we give
some more rather elementary properties of variations of TERP-structures. In Section 3, we state
the main results of this first part. More precisely, given a variation of TERP-structures on a
complex manifold Y which is the complement of a normal crossing divisor in a smooth ambient
manifold X, we give a precise condition (which we call tame) for the family to have a limit
object on the divisor. If we start with a pure polarized variation, this condition corresponds to
the tameness of the associated harmonic bundle, as studied in [35] and [25]. In particular, pure
polarized regular singular TERP-structures are always tame. The first result is that the limit
object is a family of TERP-structures on the divisor. This allows us to consider the associated
twistor structure, and it turns out that this is exactly Mochizuki’s limit polarized mixed twistor
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concerning parabolic bundles. This result has been proved in a slightly different context by Borne
([1] and [2]), however, in order to make the paper self-contained, we give in Section 4 an adapted
version of Borne’s proof, which is also technically easier.
Section 6 is an application of the results on extension of TERP-structures: We prove a gener-
alized version of a conjecture of Sabbah concerning a rigidity property of integrable variations
of twistor structures on quasi-projective varieties with tame behavior at the boundary. Although
this seems to indicate that TERP-structures are not more interesting than Hodge structures in this
case, it is relevant as it helps to understand the geometry in some examples, e.g. those coming
from quantum cohomology where a natural boundary divisor is given by the so-called semi-
classical limit. In particular, this result shows that a variation on a quasi-projective manifold
which is not of Hodge type has necessarily boundary points which are not tame.
In the second part of the paper, namely in Sections 7 to 9 we construct the above mentioned
compact classifying spaces for regular singular TERP-structures and we state and prove some
of its crucial properties. Section 7 gives the definition and the proofs of some basic properties
and discusses the relation between the classifying spaces from [14] to the new one. Section 8
is devoted to the construction of the hermitian metric on the pure polarized part of the clas-
sifying space. We prove that the corresponding distance is complete and study the action of a
discrete group under a natural condition satisfied in all geometric applications. We finish the
paper by discussing in Section 9 in some detail the geometry of interesting examples of these
compact classifying spaces and we give applications to period maps defined by variations of
TERP-structures in Section 9.5. They use both the limit objects discussed in the first part and the
hyperbolicity results from [13] as well as the metric completeness of the pure polarized part of
the compact classifying space proved before.
1.1. Terminology and notations
We will adopt the following convention for orderings and intervals: We consider the natural
ordering on C given by c < d if either (c) <(d) or (c)= (d) and (c) < (d). Similarly,
c  d if c < d (in the previous sense) or if c = d . For any two complex numbers c, d ∈ C, we
define (c, d)C := {z ∈ C | c < z < d} and similarly for closed or half-open intervals. For any
complex number c ∈ C, we write c for the largest integer k such that k  c (i.e., such that
k (c)). For any two multi-indices b, c ∈ CI we write b < c if bi < ci for any i ∈ I , and b  c
if b c and if there is i ∈ I with bi < ci .
For any complex space X, we denote by VBX the category of OX-locally free sheaves. If X
is a complex manifold, we write VB∇X for the category of flat bundles (or local systems) on X.
Occasionally, we work with the sheaf CanX of real analytic functions on a complex space X and
the category of coherent CanX -modules. If E is locally free over CanX , then we write E ∈ VBanX . We
denote by OP1CanX (k, l) the sheaf of real analytic functions on C∗ ×X which are holomorphic in
the P1-direction (i.e., annihilated by ∂z, where z is the coordinate on C) and which have at most
poles of order k resp. l along {0} ×X resp. {∞}×X.
For a complex manifold X, we denote by X its conjugate, which is the same C∞-manifold,
and where we put OX :=OX . In particular, given a holomorphic bundle E on X, the bundle E
with the conjugate complex structure in the fibers is holomorphic over X.
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several places in the paper:
i :C∗ ↪→ C; i˜ :C∗ ↪→ P1\{0}; iˆ :C∗ ↪→ P1; j :P1 → P1, j (z)= −z;
γ :P1 → P1, γ (z)= z−1; σ :P1 → P1, σ (z)= −z−1.
2. Definition and basic properties of TERP-structures
We start by recalling the definition of variations of TERP-structures, their associated topo-
logical data, the construction of twistors from them, and the special case of regular singular
TERP-structures. The main references are [12] and [13]. A small generalization is the notion of
families of TERP-structures on an arbitrary complex space (possibly non-reduced), this will be
needed in the discussion of classifying spaces in Section 7. Moreover, we give a translation of
the notion of a polarized mixed twistor structure to our frame in Lemma 2.10.
Definition 2.1. Let X be a complex space. A family of TERP-structures of weight w ∈ Z on X
consists of the following data.
(1) A holomorphic vector bundle H on C ×X, i.e., the linear space associated to a locally free
sheaf H of OX-modules.
(2) A flat structure on the restriction H ′ := H|C∗×X to C∗ ×X, i.e., the transition functions be-
tween two local trivializations of the map H ′ → C∗ ×X are constant. Moreover, we require
that for any t ∈ X, the flat connection on H ′|C∗×{t} extends to a meromorphic connection on
H|C×{t} with a pole of order at most 2. The local system associated to H ′ will be denoted
by (H ′)∇ .
(3) A flat real subsystem H ′R ⊂H ′ of maximal rank.
(4) A non-degenerate, (−1)w-symmetric pairing P :H⊗ j∗H→ zwOC×X which is flat on H ′
and which takes values in iwR on H ′R. Here non-degenerateness along {0} × X means that
the induced symmetric pairing [z−wP ] :H/zH⊗H/zH→OX is non-degenerate.
If X is smooth and if the flat connection on H ′ extends to a meromorphic connection
∇ :H−→H⊗ z−1Ω1C×X
(
log
({0} ×X)),
of type 1 then (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) is called a variation of TERP-structures. A single TERP-
structure is a family on X = {pt}.
We give two simple examples of variations of TERP-structures, which will be used later (see
Examples 2.9, 3.3 and Section 9.3). Some of the interesting phenomena that may occur for gen-
eral variations are already visible here. Many more examples will be given in Section 9.
Examples 2.2.
(1) Consider a trivial bundle H ′ of rank 2 on C∗×X = C∗×P1 with two generating flat sections
A1 and A2. The flat real structure is defined such that A1 = A2, the pairing is defined by
P(Ai(z, r),Aj (−z, r)) = ε · δi+j,3 for (z, r) ∈ C∗ × P1, with ε = ±1 fixed (so in fact this
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by
H=OC×C ·
(
z−1A1 + rA2
)⊕OC×C · zA2 on C × C, and by
H=OC×(P1\{0}) ·
(
z−1r−1A1 +A2
)⊕OC×(P1\{0}) ·A1 on C × (P1\{0}).
Here we write zA2 for the section (z → zA2). This gives a variation of TERP-structures of
weight 0 on P1.
(2) The bundle H ′, the flat sections A1 and A2, the bundle H and the pairing P are as in (1). Here
ε = 1 is chosen. But the real structure is changed to Ai =Ai . Again this gives a variation of
TERP-structures of weight 0 on P1.
The next definition introduces several basic linear algebra objects defined by a TERP-
structure. A more detailed discussion is contained in [12] and [13].
Definition 2.3 (Topological data of a family of TERP-structures). Let (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) be a fam-
ily of TERP-structures on a complex space X. We denote by H∞ the vector space of multivalued
flat sections of the local system (H ′)∇ , and by H∞R the subspace of real flat multivalued sections.
Let π1(C∗×X)→ Aut(H∞R ) be the monodromy representation associated to (H ′R)∇ , and denote
its image by Γ . We write Mz ∈ Γ for the automorphism corresponding to a (counter-clockwise)
loop around the divisor {0}×X. We decompose Mz as Mz = (Mz)s · (Mz)u into semi-simple and
unipotent part. Let H∞ :=⊕H∞λ be the decomposition into eigenspaces with respect to (Mz)s ,
put H∞arg=0 :=
⊕
argλ=0 H∞λ , H∞arg =0 :=
⊕
argλ=0 H∞λ , and let Nz := log((Mz)u) be the nilpotent
part of M .
Finally, we denote by S the non-degenerate and monodromy invariant form on H∞ which
is defined in [13, formula (5.1)]. It is (−1)w-symmetric on H∞arg=0 and (−1)w−1-symmetric on
H∞arg =0. We also point the reader to the formulas [13, (5.4) and (5.5)] which connect S and P and
which will be used in the examples in Section 9. We call the tuple (H∞,H∞R ,Γ,Mz,S,w) the
topological data of the family (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w).
As we already pointed out in the introduction, TERP-structures are closely related to twistor
structures, i.e. holomorphic bundles over P1. This is shown in the following definition.
Definition 2.4 (Extension to infinity). Consider a family of TERP-structures (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w)
over a complex space X. Let γ :P1 ×X → P1 ×X; (z, t) → (z−1, t).
(1) Define for any (z, t) ∈ C∗ ×X the following two anti-linear involutions:
τreal :Hz,t −→ Hγ(z),t ,
s −→ ∇-parallel transport of s,
τ :Hz,t −→ Hγ(z),t ,
s −→ ∇-parallel transport of z−ws.
τreal is flat. The induced maps on sections by putting s → (z → τs(z−1)) resp. s → (z →
τreals(z−1)) will be denoted by the same letter. They can either be seen as morphisms τ ,
τreal :H′ → γ ∗H′ which fix the base, or as morphisms τ , τreal :H′ →H′ which map sections
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fold conjugation (in the base and in the fibers), τ and τreal are morphisms of holomorphic
bundles over C∗, but that with respect to X they are only real analytic morphisms. Denote by
Ĥ the bundle obtained by patching H and γ ∗H via the identification τ . It is a real analytic
bundle whose restriction to P1 × {t} has a holomorphic structure for each t ∈X.
(2) Define a sesquilinear pairing Ŝ :H′ ⊗ σ ∗H′ →OC∗CanX by
Ŝ :Hz,t ×Hσ(z),t → C for (z, t) ∈ C∗ ×X,(
a(z, t), b
(
σ(z), t
)) → z−wP (a, τ (b))= (−1)wP (a, τreal(b)).
It is non-degenerate, flat and holomorphic with respect to z.
Lemma 2.5. Consider a single TERP-structure (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w). Let μ be the rank of H .
(1) The bundle Ĥ has degree zero. The flat connection has a pole of order at most 2 at ∞. The
pairing P extends to a non-degenerate pairing P : Ĥ⊗ j∗Ĥ→ zwOP1 . By definition of Ĥ ,
τ(Ĥ(U))= Ĥ(γ (U)) for any subset U ⊂ P1.
(2) The pairing Ŝ extends to a non-degenerate hermitian pairing Ŝ : Ĥ⊗σ ∗Ĥ→OP1 . It satisfies
Ŝ(za, σ (z)b) = −Ŝ(a, b) for a ∈Hz,b ∈Hσ(z), z ∈ C∗.
(3) The morphism τ acts on the space H 0(P1, Ĥ) as an anti-linear involution. The pairing z−wP
has constant values on this space and is symmetric, the pairing h := Ŝ has also constant
values on it and is hermitian.
(4) Choose sections v1, . . . , vμ of Ĥ|C such that Ĥ =⊕μi=1 OP1(0, ki) · vi and such that k1 
· · · kμ. Then ki = −kμ+1−i . If ki + kj > 0, then z−wP (vi, vj )= 0 and Ŝ(vi, vj )= 0. The
radicals of z−wP and of h in H 0(P1, Ĥ) are both equal to H 0(P1,⊕i: ki>0 OP1(0, ki) · vi).
(5) If H 0(P1, Ĥ) contains μ global sections v1, . . . , vμ such that (h(vi, vj )) ∈ GL(μ,C), then
the bundle Ĥ is trivial. Conversely, if the bundle is trivial, then h is non-degenerate.
Proof. (1) See [13, Lemma 3.3].
(2) That Ŝ extends to a non-degenerate pairing on Ĥ , follows from (1) and from the definition
of Ŝ. That it is hermitian, follows from the calculation [13, (3.4)]. And
Ŝ
(
za,σ (z)b
)= z · σ(z) · Ŝ(a, b)= −Ŝ(a, b).
(3) The statement on τ follows from (1) and from τ 2 = id. The pairings z−wP and Ŝ both
take values in OP1 and thus take constant values on global sections. Ŝ is hermitian by (2), z−wP
is symmetric because P is (−1)w-symmetric on H⊗ j∗H.
(4) Consider the dual bundle Ĥ∗ :=HomOP1 (Ĥ,OP1). It is isomorphic to j∗Ĥ via the non-
degenerate pairing z−wP . On the other hand, j∗Ĥ is non-canonically isomorphic to Ĥ, thus
to the direct sum
⊕μ
i=1OP1(ki). Obviously, Ĥ∗ is isomorphic to
⊕μ
i=1 OP1(−ki), so that ki =−kμ+1−i .
Suppose that ki + kj > 0. The function z → z−wP (vi, vj ) is holomorphic on P1. From
z−wP (vi, vj )= z−ki−kj z−wP
(
zki vi, z
kj vj
)
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degenerateness of z−wP and the symmetry ki = −kμ+1−i just shown we obtain the fol-
lowing: For any k ∈ Z, the z−wP -orthogonal complement of ⊕i: kikOP1(0, ki) · vi is⊕
j : kj>−kOP1(0, kj ) · vj . In particular, the radical of z−wP in H 0(P1, Ĥ) is H 0(P1,⊕
i: ki>0 OP1(0, ki) · vi). The statements on Ŝ and h follow from those on z−wP and the fol-
lowing fact: For any k ∈ Z, the subbundle ⊕i: kikOP1(0, ki) · vi is independent of the choice
of the sections vi , and hence mapped to itself by the morphism τ .
(5) If Ĥ is not trivial then by (4) we have that codim Rad(h) < μ, so μ global sections vi
with (h(vi, vj )) ∈ GL(μ,C) cannot exist. If Ĥ is trivial then h is non-degenerate because Ŝ is
non-degenerate. 
Definition 2.6. A TERP-structure is called pure iff the bundle Ĥ is trivial. A pure TERP-structure
is called polarized iff the hermitian form h is positive definite.
Notice that Lemma 2.5(5) gives an efficient criterion to detect whether a given TERP-structure
is pure.
For the discussion of regular singular TERP-structures we will need elementary sections
and the V -filtration (also called Malgrange–Kashiwara filtration or Deligne extensions). Let
(H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) be a family of TERP-structures on a complex space X. For U ⊂ X open and
simply connected, denote by H∞(U) the space of global multivalued flat sections on H ′|C∗×U .
Then for any A ∈H∞(U)e−2πiα , the section
es(A,α) := zα− Nz2πi A
is holomorphic on C∗ ×U and is called an elementary section of order α ∈ C. It satisfies
(z∇z − α)es(A,α)= es
(−Nz
2πi
A,α
)
, (2.1)
τ
(
es(A,α)
)= es(A,w − α). (2.2)
The extension of H′ to {0} × X which is generated by such sections of order at least α is
called Vα . Similarly we have V>α , which is generated by elementary sections of order bigger
than α, and V>−∞, which is generated by elementary sections of arbitrary order. Vα and V>α
are locally free OC×X-modules, V>−∞ is a locally free OC×X(∗{0} ×X)-module.
Definition–Lemma 2.7.
(1) A single TERP-structure is called regular singular if H⊂ V>−∞.
(2) Let (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) be a single regular singular TERP-structure. The V -filtration on H
induces a filtration in H∞: We put for any α ∈ (0,1]C
FpH∞
e−2πiα := zp+1−w−α+
N
2πi Grα+w−1−pV H.
A twisted version of this filtration, which was considered in [12–14] is defined as F˜ • :=
G−1F •. Here G ∈ Aut(H∞) is a certain automorphism of H∞, defined by [13, Section 5].
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paring S on H∞ (see Definition 2.3) and P on H′. G induces the identity on GrW• (H∞)
where W• is the weight filtration of Nz, centered around 0.
(3) A regular singular TERP-structure (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) of weight w is called mixed if the tuple
(
H∞arg =0,
(
H∞arg =0
)
R
,−N,S, F˜ •) resp. (H∞arg=0, (H∞arg=0)R,−N,S, F˜ •)
is a polarized mixed Hodge structure of weight w − 1 resp. of weight w. We refer to [12]
or [13] for the notion of a polarized mixed Hodge structure (PMHS for short) used here. It
is (Mz)s -invariant, and the eigenvalues of (Mz)s are automatically elements in S1, so that
H∞arg=0 =H∞1 and H∞arg=0 =H∞=1 in this case (see [13, Lemma 5.9]).
(4) The spectrum Sp(H,∇) of the regular singular TERP-structure is defined by Sp(H,∇) =∑
α∈Q d(α) · α ∈ Z[C] where
d(α) := dimC
( GrαV H
GrαV zH
)
= dimC Grw−αF H∞e−2πiα .
It is a tuple of μ complex numbers α1  · · · αμ with the symmetry property αi +αμ+1−i =
w (see, e.g., [13, Lemma 6.3]). By definition, d(α) = 0 only if e−2πiα is an eigenvalue of Mz.
In most applications the eigenvalues of Mz are roots of unity so that the spectrum actually
lies in Z[Q].
(5) The spectral pairs Spp(H,∇) of a regular singular TERP-structure are a finer invariant than
the spectrum itself. They are defined as follows:
Spp =
∑
d(α, l) · (α, l) ∈ Z[C × Z],
d(α, l)= dim Grw−αF GrWl−(w−1) H∞e−2πiα .
The second entries are symmetric around w − 1. The shift of W by w − 1 is adapted to a
PMHS as in (3) on H∞arg =0 = H∞=1, but not to a PMHS on H∞arg=0, which would require a
shift by w. Notice also that this definition is shifted by +1 in the first entry compared to
the original definition in [38] for Brieskorn lattices of hypersurface singularities. Up to this
shift, the current definition is also compatible with [10, Chapter 4] if w − 1 = n.
This construction of a filtration F • was first considered by Varchenko for a Brieskorn lattice
of an isolated hypersurface singularity (which becomes part of a TERP-structure only after a
Fourier–Laplace transformation).
We will continue the discussion of families of regular singular TERP-structures in Section 7.
In the sequel, we state and prove a rather elementary lemma and return afterwards to the examples
considered above.
Lemma 2.8. Let (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) be a family of regular singular TERP-structures on a complex
space with finitely many components. Then there exists β with Vβ ⊃H⊃ V>w−1−β .
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with generating sections σ1, . . . , σμ. Choose a basis (Ak) of H∞, where Ak ∈H∞
e−2πiβk and βk ∈
(0,1] + iR. Then these generating sections can be written in the following way
σj =
μ∑
k=1
(∑
l∈Z
κ(j, k, l)zl
)
es(Ak,βk)=
μ∑
k=1
∑
l∈Z
κ(j, k, l)es(Ak,βk + l),
where κ(j, k, l) ∈ OX(U). If there were an infinite sequence (ji, ki, li) with li → −∞ and
κ(ji, ki, li) = 0, then outside of a union of countable many hypersurfaces in U all these co-
efficients would be non-vanishing, and the TERP-structures on this subset of U would not be
regular singular. Therefore there exists βU with H|C×U ⊂ VβU|C×U . This inclusion extends to all
components of X which meet U . As X has only finitely many components, one can choose such
a set U for each of them. Then H⊂ Vβ for a suitable β .
The other inclusion H⊃ V>w−1−β uses properties of the pairing P . We write P =∑k∈Z zk ·
P (k) with pairings P (k) :V>−∞ ⊗ j∗V>−∞ → OX . The inclusion H ⊃ V>w−1−β follows im-
mediately from P (w−1)(Vβ,V>w−1−β)= 0 and Vβ ⊃H and the next claim.
Claim. H= {σ ∈ V>−∞ | P (w−1)(H, σ )= 0}.
The inclusion ⊂ is part of the definition of a family of TERP-structures. For the proof of ⊃
we consider a germ (X,x) of a complex space. Let v1, . . . , vμ be an OC×X,(0,x)-basis of H and
let v∗1 , . . . , v∗μ be the basis of H with P (w)(vi, v∗j )= δij . Then v1, . . . , vμ is an OC×X,(0,x)[z−1]-
basis of V>−∞, so any σ ∈ V>−∞ can be written as σ =∑μj=1∑k∈Z zk · κj,k · vj with unique
coefficients κj,k ∈OX,x . Now
P (w−1)
(
zkv∗j , σ
)= P (w)(zk+1v∗j , σ )= (−1)k+1 · κj,−k−1.
This shows the claim. 
We return to the examples in Example 2.2 and describe the corresponding twistors and the
associated hermitian metrics in case that they are pure.
Examples 2.9. The TERP-structures from Example 2.2 are regular singular. In both examples
the spectral numbers are (α1, α2) = (−1,1) for r ∈ C and (α1, α2) = (0,0) for r = ∞. We put
v1 := z−1A1 + rA2 (for r = ∞).
(1) In example (1), Eq. (2.2) yields
τ(v1)= zA2 + rA1 (for r = ∞), τ (zA2)= z−1A1, τ (A1)=A2,
H 0
(
P1, Ĥ(r))= C · v1 ⊕ C · τ(v1) for r = ∞,
H 0
(
P1, Ĥ(r))= C · r−1v1 ⊕ C · τ(r−1v1) for r = 0.
The metric h with respect to these two bases is given by the matrices ε · (|r|2 − 1) · ( 1 00 1)
resp. ε · (1−|r|−2) · ( 1 0) for r = ∞ resp. r = 0. Therefore the TERP-structures are pure for0 1
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For |r| = 1, Ĥ(r)∼=OP1(−1)⊕OP1(1).
(2) In example (2) we have
τ(v1)= zA1 + rA2 (for r = ∞), τ (zA2)= z−1A2, τ (A1)=A1,
τ (v2)= v2 with v2 = r−1z−1A1 +A2 + r−1zA1 for r = 0,
H 0
(
P1, Ĥ(r))= C ·A1 ⊕ C · v2 for r = 0,
H 0
(
P1, Ĥ(0))= C · z−1A1 ⊕ C ·A1 ⊕ C · zA1.
For r = 0, Ĥ(r)∼=OP1(−2)⊕OP1(2). For r = 0, the TERP-structure is pure, and the matrix
of the metric h with respect to the basis (A1, v2) is
( 0 1
1 0
)
, so the signature is (1,1).
The following lemma translates the notion of a polarized mixed twistor structure into our
setting of TERP-structures.
Lemma 2.10. Let (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) be a variation of TERP-structures on a manifold M . Ad-
ditionally, let N :H ′R → H ′R be a nilpotent flat infinitesimal isometry of P , i.e. P(Na,b) +
P(a,Nb)= 0.
(1) (Topological part) Let W ′• be the weight filtration (centered at 0) of N on H ′. Any W ′l is a
flat subbundle with real structure. Moreover, the quotients GrW ′l are also flat bundles with
real structure. The pairing P has the following properties:
P :W ′−l ⊗ j∗W ′l−1 → 0,
P : GrW ′−l ⊗j∗ GrW
′
l →OC∗×M is non-degenerate.
For l  0, the pairing
Pl := P
(
(iN)l., .
)
: GrW ′l ⊗j∗ GrW
′
l →OC∗×M
is well defined, non-degenerate, (−1)w−l-symmetric, flat, and it takes values in iw−lR on
(GrW ′l )R. Let (Gr
W ′
l )prim = kerNl+1 be the subbundle of primitive subspaces. The decompo-
sition
GrW ′l =
⊕
j0
Nj
(
GrW ′l+2j
)
prim,
is flat. For l  0 it is Pl-orthogonal.
(2) (Induced TERP-structures) Suppose that the map zN :H ′ → H ′ extends to a bundle endo-
morphism of H which has the same Jordan normal form at each point of C×M (notice that
as N is flat on C∗ × M , this is a condition only at the points of {0} × M). Let W• be the
weight filtration (centered at 0) of zN on H .
Then Wl is a subbundle of H which extends W ′l to {0} ×M , and GrWl is a quotient bundle
which extends GrW ′ . The flat connections on them have poles of type 1 along {0} ×M .l
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GrWl =
⊕
j0
(zN)j
(
GrWl+2j
)
prim.
For l  0, the summands on the right-hand side, equipped with the pairing Pl , are variations
of TERP-structures of weight w − l.
(3) For l  0 and 0  j  l the map (zN)j extends to an isomorphism from ̂(GrWl )prim
to ((zN)j (GrWl )prim)̂ . Now fix t ∈ M . If l − 2j  0, then both ̂(GrWl )prim(t) and
((zN)j (GrWl )prim)̂ (t) are TERP-structures. Using this isomorphism, the two hermitian met-
rics on the spaces of the global holomorphic sections are equal up to the factor (−1)j .
It follows that for any t ∈M all GrWl (t) for l ∈ Z are pure TERP-structures if and only if all
(GrWl )prim(t) for l  0 are pure TERP-structures.
(4) (PMTS) The map N :H ′ →H ′ extends to a map
N̂ : Ĥ→ Ĥ⊗OP1CanM (1,1).
Remember the pairing Ŝ from Lemma 2.3. For any t ∈ M the tuple (Ĥ|P1×{t}, Ŝ, N̂) is a
polarized mixed twistor structure [25, Definition 3.48] iff all the (GrWl )prim(t) are pure po-
larized TERP-structures.
Proof. (1) The W ′l are flat subbundles with real structure because N is flat and respects the real
structure. The remaining part is shown as in [33, Lemma 6.4] with the exception that P is a
pairing between different fibers.
(2) The connections on Wl and GrWl have a pole of type 1 along {0} ×M , because the same
holds for H and because W ′l is a flat subbundle of H ′. The decomposition follows again as in
[33, Lemma 6.4]. It remains to show that Pl maps GrWl ⊗j∗ GrWl to zw−lOC×M and that it is
non-degenerate. Let σ1, . . . , σμ be a basis of the germ H(0,t) for some (0, t) ∈ C × M which is
adapted to the filtration W•. The matrix (z−wP (σi, σj )) is holomorphic and non-degenerate near
(0, t), and it has a block lower triangular shape with respect to the anti-diagonal. If a, b ∈ Wl ,
then (izN)la ∈W−l , and the classes [a], [b] ∈ GrWl satisfy
z−(w−l)Pl
([a], [b])= z−wP ((izN)la, b) ∈OC×M.
These observations show the properties of Pl needed for a TERP-structure of weight w − l
on GrWl . The decomposition respects real structure and pairing, thus also the summands are
TERP-structures.
(3) Fix t ∈ M . We have to compare the TERP-structures (GrWl )prim(t) of weight w − l and
(zN)j (GrWl−2j )prim(t) of weight w− l+2j . The morphisms usually called τ differ and are called
τ1 and τ2 here. To show that (zN)j extends to an isomorphism of vector bundles on P1, we have
to prove (
γ (z)N
)j ◦ τ1 = τ2 ◦ (zN)j .
But for any a ∈Hz where z ∈ C∗,
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γ (z)N
)j (
τ1(a)
(
γ (z)
))= (γ (z)N)j (τ1(a(z)))
= (γ (z)N)j (flat shift of z−(w−l)a)
= flat shift of z−(w−l+2j)(zN)j (a)
= τ2
(
(zN)j (a)
)(
γ (z)
)
.
A similar calculation shows h2((zN)j a, (zN)j b) = (−1)jh1(a, b) where h1 and h2 denote the
respective hermitian forms on the spaces of global sections for some fixed t ∈ M . We leave it to
the reader.
(4) We fix once and for all t ∈ M as we do not care here about the real analytic dependence
on the parameters in M . It follows from the definition of τ and the flatness of N that(
γ (z)−1N
) ◦ τ = τ ◦ (zN).
Therefore the conjugate of zN under τ is z−1N . As zN is a nilpotent endomorphism of H(t)
which has everywhere the same Jordan normal form, the same holds for z−1N as an endomor-
phism of Ĥ (t)|P1−{0}.
On H ′(t) the two endomorphisms coincide up to the scalar z2. Therefore their weight filtra-
tions coincide on H ′(t) and glue to a weight filtration Ŵ•(t) on Ĥ (t). Furthermore, from the
above equation we get that Ŵl(t) is obtained by gluing Wl(t) with γ ∗Wl(t) via τ . Also, now it is
clear that N :H ′(t)→H ′(t) extends to a morphism N̂ : Ĥ(t)→ Ĥ(t)⊗OP1(1,1). By definition,
the weight filtration associated to this morphism is Ŵ•(t).
The tuple (Ĥ (t), N̂) is a mixed twistor iff all GrŴl (t) are pure twistors of weight l [37],
[23, Definition 2.30]. We first show that this is equivalent to all ĜrWl (t) being pure twistors of
weight 0. Both quotients are obtained by gluing GrWl with γ ∗ Gr
W
l , the first one via τ , the second
one via τl where
τl :H(z,t) →H(γ (z),t), a → flat shift of z−(w−l)a.
Comparing τ and τl we see that τl(b)(z)= z−lτ (b)(z). This shows
ĜrWl (t)∼= GrŴl (t)⊗OP1(−l),
which proves the claim. Using (3) we obtain the statement: The tuple (Ĥ (t), N̂) is a mixed
twistor iff all ̂(GrWl )prim(t) (l  0) are pure TERP-structures.
It remains to compare the polarization conditions. The one for the pure TERP-structure
(GrWl )prim(t) reads
z−(w−l)Pl
(
a, τl(a)
)
> 0 for a ∈H 0(P1, ̂(GrWl )prim(t))\{0}.
The polarization condition for the pure twistor (GrŴl )prim(t) of weight l as part of the polarized
mixed twistor (Ĥ(t), Ŝ, N̂) is that it is polarized by Ŝ(N̂ l ., .) [25, Definition 3.48]. One has to
rewrite this condition with [25, Definition 3.35] as a polarization condition for a pure twistor of
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of holomorphic functions on C with a zero of order at least l at ∞. Then the condition is
i−l · Ŝ(Nl(a), a)> 0 for a ∈H 0(P1, (GrŴl )prim(t)⊗OP1(0,−l))\{0}.
The factor i−l arises from Definition 3.35 and the first line in formula (3.8) (here applied to
(p, q)= (0,−l)) in [25].
If a ∈ (GrWl )prim(t) is glued with τl(b) to a global section in ̂(GrWl )prim(t), then the formula
τl(b)(z) = z−lτ (b)(z) shows that a is glued with z−lτ (b) to a global section in ((GrŴl )prim(t)⊗
OP1(0,−l)). The proof of (4) is now finished by the following calculation:
z−(w−l)Pl
(
a, τl(a)
)= z−wzlP ((iN)l(a), (−z)−lτ (a))
= (−i)lz−wP (Nl(a), τ (a))= i−l Ŝ(Nl(a), a). 
3. Limit TERP-structures and twistor structures
In this section we consider variations of TERP-structures on the complement of a normal
crossing divisor. The fundamental result of Mochizuki [25, Theorem 12.22] yields a limit mixed
twistor structure starting from a tame harmonic bundle. We will show in this section how this
can be applied to variations of pure polarized TERP-structures. We describe in detail how the
limit objects look like in this situation (Theorem 3.7). Moreover, we give a complementary result
on limit TERP-structures (Theorem 3.5). For a regular singular variation on a punctured disc,
this also applies if there is no harmonic bundle associated to the variation of TERP-structures
(Proposition 3.9).
We start by fixing some notations and by introducing multi-elementary sections and V -
filtrations, which are the basic tools to construct the limit objects. Fix 1  l  n and put
l = {1, . . . , l}, n = {1, . . . , n}. We consider X = Δn with coordinates (r1, . . . , rn), the open
submanifold Y = (Δ∗)l × Δn−l and the normal crossing divisor D = X\Y = ⋃j∈l Dj with
irreducible components Dj = {rj = 0}. Moreover, for I ⊂ l, I = ∅, let DI = ⋂j∈I Dj and
D◦I = DI\
⋃
j∈l\I DI ∩ Dj . We will (as in [28] and [25]) denote by X the product C × X,
and similarly use Y , D, Di , DI , D◦I for the corresponding products with C. Finally, write πX for
the canonical projection X →Dl and πY :Y →Dl for its restriction to Y ⊂X.
Suppose that we are given a variation of TERP-structures (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) on Y . We will
first discuss extensions of the flat bundle H ′ ∈ VB∇C∗×Y to C∗ ×D. In a second step, they will be
used to extend H to X .
We write Mj , j ∈ l, for the monodromy automorphism corresponding to a counter-clockwise
loop around C∗ ×Dj . The monodromy around {0}×Y is still denoted by Mz. They all commute.
The semi-simple and unipotents parts are denoted by Mj,s and Mj,u, respectively. The nilpotent
parts are defined by Nj = logMj,u. For any j ∈ l, define
Cj :=
{
aj ∈ C
∣∣ e2πiaj is an eigenvalue of Mj},
C
bj
j := Cj ∩ (bj − 1, bj ]C for bj ∈ C,
C := ∏ C , Cb :=∏ Cbj for b ∈ Cl .j∈l j j∈l j
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that Cj = −Cj , similarly, the fact that Mz,Mj ∈ Aut(H∞R ) gives Cj = −Cj . Put e2πia :=
(e2πia1 , . . . , e2πial ) for a ∈ C and ei := (δji)j∈l ∈ Cl . Remember the relations a b,a  b,a <
b for a,b ∈ Cl from the introduction.
Define the flat bundle H ′(l) on C∗ ×Dl by iterate application of the functor of nearby cycles
to the local system (H ′)∇ , that is H ′(l) := ψr1(ψr2(. . .ψrl ((H ′)∇) . . .)). Its fiber over a point
(z, r) ∈ C∗ ×Dl can be described concretely as
H ′(l, z, r) := {multivalued global flat sections in H ′|{z}×π−1Y (r)}.
We denote its sheaf of holomorphic sections by H′(l). By definition, this bundle comes equipped
with a flat connection, the corresponding monodromy around {0} × Dl , which is still de-
noted by Mz ∈ Aut(H∞), a flat real subbundle H ′(l)R, a flat pairing P (which takes values
in iwR on H ′(l)R) and with flat bundle automorphisms denoted by Mj for any j ∈ l. Given
λ = (λ1, . . . , λl) ∈ (C∗)l , we write H ′(l)λ for the simultaneous eigenspace with eigenvalues
(λ1, . . . , λl) of the semi-simple parts of (M1, . . . ,Ml).
Notice that one may perform the same construction for any subset I of l, yielding a flat bundle
on C∗ ×D◦I , which is also equipped with a real structure and a pairing as above.
Our aim is to obtain an extension of H ′(l) ∈ VB∇C∗×Dl to a vector bundle on Dl starting with
a variation of TERP-structures which satisfies a regularity condition near the divisor D. For that
purpose, we will need the following generalization of elementary section.
For a ∈ C and any holomorphic section A ∈H′(l)e2πia(U1 ×U2) with U1 ⊂ C∗ and U2 ⊂ Dl
open, the section
esl (A,a) :=
∏
j∈l
r
−aj− Nj2πi
j A
is a holomorphic section in H ′ on U1 ×π−1Y (U2). Notice that contrary to the elementary sections
considered in Section 2 we use the opposite indices here (−aj instead of aj ) and moreover, the
section A itself is not necessarily flat.
The following identities, which will be used frequently in the sequel, are satisfied by the l-
elementary sections:
z∇zesl (A,a)= esl (z∇zA,a), (3.1)
∇rj esl (A,a)= esl (∇rj A,a) for j ∈ n\l, (3.2)
(rj∇rj + aj )esl (A,a)= esl
(−Nj
2πi
A,a
)
for j ∈ l, (3.3)
P
(
esl(A,a), esl (B,b)
)= {0 if a + b /∈ Zl ,∏
j∈l r
−aj−bj
j P (A,B) if a + b ∈ Zl .
(3.4)
The last equation follows from the flatness of P , which implies in particular that the morphisms
Nj are infinitesimal isometries of P .
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C∗ ×X. The associated locally free sheaf is defined as
bV :=
∑
ab
OC∗×Xesl (A,a). (3.5)
The reason for considering an increasing instead of a decreasing V-filtration is that this notation
is compatible with the one used by Mochizuki (see Section 5) for the parabolic filtration defined
for a harmonic bundle. It follows from the formulas (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) that the sheaves bV
are invariant with respect to ∇z,∇rj (j ∈ n\l) and rj∇rj (j ∈ l). The residue of rj∇rj (j ∈ l) on
bV|C∗×Dj has eigenvalues in C
bj
j .
Each aV carries a filtration by subsheaves bV indexed by {b ∈ C | b  a}, and we have an
isomorphism
Φ ′ :H′(l)e2πia −→ Gra(aV),
A −→ [es(A,a)], (3.6)
in particular, the quotient sheaves Gra(aV) are locally free on OC∗×Dl . The system of locally free
sheaves (aV)a∈C is a locally abelian parabolic bundle in the sense of Definition 4.1, this will be
shown in Lemma 5.1(1).
The l-elementary sections can be used to describe general sections of the bundle H ′.
More precisely, suppose that U1 ⊂ C∗, U2 ⊂ Dl and U ⊂ C∗ ×X are open subsets such that
U1 ×U2 ⊂U . A section σ ∈H′(U ∩Y) is an in general infinite sum of l-elementary sections on
U1 × π−1Y (U2), namely
σ =
∑
a∈C
esl
(
A(σ,a),a
)
,
where A(σ,a) are uniquely determined sections in H′
e2πia
(l)(U1 × U2). These pieces A(σ,a)
satisfy the following equations, which will also be quite useful later:
z2∇zA(σ,a)=A
(
z2∇z(σ ),a
)
, (3.7)
z∇rj A(σ,a)=A
(
z∇rj (σ ),a
)
for j ∈ n\l, (3.8)
z
(
−aj − Nj2πi
)
A(σ,a)=A(zrj∇rj (σ ),a) for j ∈ l. (3.9)
Remark 3.1. As we noticed above, it is possible to define a flat bundle H ′(I ) ∈ VB∇C∗×D◦I for
any non-empty subset I ⊂ l. In a similar way, one can define I -elementary sections. Compo-
sition of these operations behaves well, more precisely, for any I, J ⊂ l such that I ∩ J = ∅,
we have a canonical isomorphism H ′(H ′(I ), J ) ∼= H ′(I ∪ J ) and similarly esJ (esI (A,a),a) =
esI∪J (A,a).
Up to this point, the only input data we used was the flat bundle H ′ with its real structure
and the pairing P . If we are given a variation of TERP-structures (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) on Y , the
l-elementary sections and the increasing V -filtration can be used to control the behavior of H
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sions j (1) :C∗ ×X ↪→X and j (2) :Y ↪→X . We define for any a ∈ C the sheaf
aF := j (1)∗ aV ∩ j (2)∗ H (3.10)
on X . It is by definition locally free on (C∗ ×X)∪Y =X \({0} ×D), but it does not even need
to be coherent on the codimension two subset {0} ×D.
Definition 3.2. Let (X,Y,D) be as above. A variation of TERP-structures (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) on
Y is called tame (along D) iff all sheaves aF are locally free.
Theorem 3.5 treats tame variations of TERP-structures. We start with two examples which are
not tame.
Examples 3.3. Any of the variations of TERP-structures from Example 2.2 is denoted by TERP.
We do not care about the real structure or the pairing here, so any of the choices made for them
in Example 2.2 can be used here.
(1) Consider X = C, Y = C∗ and ϕ1 :Y → C∗, r → e1/r . The pullback ϕ∗1 (TERP) is a variation
of TERP-structures on Y which is generated by the sections
z−1A1 + e1/rA2, zA2, A1.
The sheaf 0F is locally free on C × X\{0}, and zA2 and A1 are global sections whereas
z−1A1 + e1/rA2 is not. This implies that 0F is not coherent at 0. The reason for this is
that zA2, A1 do not generate the restriction 0F to Y (i.e., H itself), as they should by the
implication (i) → (iii) in [34, Théorème 1] if 0F were coherent.
(2) Consider X = C2, Y = (C∗)2 and ϕ2 :X\{0} → P1, (r1, r2) → (r1 : r2). The pullback
ϕ∗2 (TERP) is a variation of TERP-structures on X\{0} which is generated by
r2z
−1A1 + r1A2, zA2, A1,
and it can be restricted to Y . The sheaf 0F is locally free on C × X\{0}, but at 0 it is not,
but only coherent with three generators. For any fixed (r1 : r2) the restriction of the variation
on X\{0} to ϕ−12 ((r1 : r2)) is a constant variation. As they are all different, their limits for
(r1, r2)→ 0 are not compatible.
In the tame case, the various ingredients of the TERP-structure can be extended to the
sheaves aF . This is done in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) be a variation of TERP-structures, tame along D. Then for
any a ∈ C, the connection extends as
∇ : aF −→ aF ⊗ z−1Ω1X
(
log
(D ∪ ({0} ×X))).
Moreover, P extends to a non-degenerate pairing
P : aF ⊗ j∗bF −→ zwOX ,
where b ∈ C is the unique multi-index satisfying −Ca = Cb, i.e. bj = maxCj ∩ (−∞, aj + 1).
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(j ∈ n\l) and rj∇rj (j ∈ l). Moreover,H is invariant under z2∇z and z∇rj (j ∈ n) as it underlies a
variation of TERP-structure. It follows that aF is invariant under z2∇z, z∇rj (j ∈ n\l) and zrj∇rj
(j ∈ l). This proves the first statement. Concerning the second one, notice that formula (3.4)
yields that P : aV⊗j∗bV →OC∗×X is non-degenerate. Now choose locally on {0}×Dl arbitrary
bases of aF and bF , then the corresponding matrix of z−wP is holomorphic and invertible on
C∗×X and on Y , i.e., outside of the codimension two subset {0}×D. Therefore it is holomorphic
and invertible all over X , and the pairing P : aF ⊗ j∗bF → zwOX is non-degenerate. 
For any a ∈ C, the increasing filtration of aV considered above induces by definition an in-
creasing filtration of aF , given by the subsheaves bF for any b ∈ C with b  a. However, it is
considerably less obvious that the corresponding quotients are locally free. This is part of the
next theorem, which is the first main result of this section.
Theorem 3.5. Let X, Y , D be as above and let (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) be a tame variation on Y .
(1) For any a ∈ C, the quotient sheaf
Gra(aF) := aF∑
ba bF
is locally free over ODl and defines an extension of Gra(aV ) to a vector bundle on Dl . Via
the inverse of the isomorphism Φ ′ in formula (3.6), this induces an extension of H ′(l)e2πia
to Dl . This extension is independent of the choice of a within the set a + Zl . It is denoted by
H(l)e2πia . We have the following isomorphism of the associated sheaves
Φ−1 : Gra(aF)
∼=−→ H(l)e2πia =
∑
σ∈aF
ODl ·A(σ,a),[
σ =
∑
ba
es
(
A(σ,b),b
)] −→ A(σ,a). (3.11)
We put H(l) :=∑a∈C H(l)e2πia , then the tuple (H(l),H ′(l)R,∇,P ) is a variation of TERP-
structures of weight w on Dl . Furthermore, the nilpotent endomorphisms zNj , j ∈ l, on
H ′(l) extend to nilpotent endomorphisms on the bundle H(l). However, it is unclear whether
they have the same Jordan normal form at each point in {0} ×Dl .
(2) For any I ⊂ l, the same construction yields an extension of H ′(I )e2πia to a vector bundle
H(I)e2πia on D◦I , and the sum H(I) underlies a variation of TERP-structures on D◦I , tame
along DI\D◦I . Moreover, for any J ⊂ l\I , we have H(I ∪ J )∼=H(H(I), J ).
The proof of this theorem will be postponed until Section 5. It relies on a general result
concerning parabolic bundles on X , which is given in Section 4. This result applies to the system
of locally free sheaves (aF)a∈C . More precisely, we construct in Theorem 4.2 a compatible
system of local bases for all aF ,a ∈ C, which yield the proof of Theorem 3.5 essentially by
using the formulas (3.4)–(3.9).
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structures, as a consequence, the limit construction of Theorem 3.5 does not work here.
Examples 3.6. In example (1), (0F)0 at 0 is a free OC×X,0 module of rank 2, generated by zA2
and A1 (which do not generate 0F in a neighborhood of 0). This implies that A((zA2,0),0) =
zA2 and A((A1,0),0)=A1. As we already remarked, in example (2), the germ (0F)0 is not free
but generated by the 3 sections
r2z
−1A1 + r1A2, zA2, A1.
We have A(zA1,0) = zA2, A(A1,0) = A1 but A(r2z−1A1 + r1A2,0) = 0. In both cases the
construction in Theorem 3.5 gives an extension of H ′(l) to the vector bundle generated by zA2
and A1. The connection has even a logarithmic pole, and the pairing extends holomorphically,
but it is degenerate at 0. Therefore this extension is not a TERP-structure.
Notice that the above mentioned compatibility condition is not satisfied in example (2). More
precisely, putting I = {1} and J = {2} we obtain variations of limit TERP-structures H(I) on
D◦I and H(J ) on D◦J . Both are constant variations, and they are different, so their limits on
DI∪J =Dl = {0}, are non-isomorphic.
The second result of this section gives a much stronger result about the limit object H(l) un-
der the additional hypothesis that the variation we started with is pure polarized. It builds on [25,
Theorem 12.22], which describes a limit polarized mixed twistor structure defined by a tame har-
monic bundle on Y . Recall that a variation of pure polarized TERP-structures (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w)
on a manifold M gives rise to a harmonic bundle, namely (H|{0}×M,∂, θ,h) [12, Chapter 2].
Here the operator ∂ is the one defining the holomorphic structure on H|{0}×M whereas the Higgs
field θ is the pole part along {0}×M of the connection ∇ with respect to vector fields on M . The
hermitian metric h is obtained from pr∗Ĥ by the real analytic isomorphism Han|{0}×M → pr∗Ĥ,
which exists as H is pure.
For any harmonic bundle (E, ∂, θ,h) on Y = (Δ∗)l ×Δn−l as above, the Higgs field can be
written in the coordinates (r1, . . . , rn) as follows:
θ =
∑
j∈l
θj
drj
rj
+
∑
j∈n\l
θj drj .
(E, ∂, θ,h) is called tame along D =X\Y if the coefficients of the characteristic polynomials of
all endomorphisms θj extend to holomorphic functions on X.
Theorem 3.7. Let X, Y , D be as above and let (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) be a variation of pure polarized
TERP-structures such that the associated harmonic bundle is tame along D. Then the following
holds.
(1) The variation of TERP-structures is tame, so that Theorem 3.5 applies. We obtain a (limit)
variation of TERP-structures (H(l),H ′(l)R,∇,P ) on Dl .
(2) For each a ∈ (R+)l , the nilpotent endomorphism zNa =∑j∈l zajNj of the bundle H(l) has
at each point of Dl the same Jordan normal form. Therefore it induces a weight filtration W•
on H(l) by subbundles. This weight filtration does not depend on the choice of a ∈ (R+)l .
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twistor structure (Ĥ(l)(r), Ŝ, N̂a) in the sense of Lemma 2.10.
(4) The quotients GrWl as well as the summands in the decomposition GrWl =⊕
j0(zN)
j (GrWl+2j )prim are variations of pure TERP-structures of weight w − l. More-
over, any (GrWl )prim is a variation of pure polarized TERP-structures.
The proof of this theorem, which is essentially an application of [25, Theorem 12.22], will
also be given in Section 5.
The next result shows that Theorem 3.7 applies in the case of a variation of regular singular
pure polarized TERP-structures.
Proposition 3.8. If (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) is a variation of regular singular TERP-structures on a
manifold M then all endomorphisms of the Higgs field on H|{0}×M are nilpotent. Therefore, if
the TERP-structures are also pure and polarized, then the associated harmonic bundle is tame
along any divisor.
Proof. The endomorphisms of the Higgs field are the endomorphisms [z∇X] on H/zH →
H/zH, X ∈ TM . Consider the Deligne extensions Vα of H′ to C × M . Any Vα is stable un-
der ∇X by definition. This implies
[z∇X] :Vα(H/zH) → Vα+1(H/zH).
Because of this and Lemma 2.8, [z∇X] is nilpotent. The tameness is now obvious, as the only
eigenvalue of [z∇X] is zero. 
The following proposition treats the case of a regular singular variation on Δ∗ with an a
priori much weaker tameness assumption than that in Definition 3.2. The proof builds on [34].
However, we do not obtain a polarized mixed twistor in the limit.
Proposition 3.9. Let (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) be a variation of regular singular TERP-structures on
Y =Δ∗. Suppose that at least one aF is coherent or that its (locally free) restriction aF|C×Δ\{0}
is generated by global sections. Then all bF are locally free, so Theorem 3.5 applies and gives a
limit TERP-structure H(1). Moreover, if H⊂ Vα , then H(1)⊂ V α . In particular, in the situation
of Theorem 3.5(2), the spectrum of the limit TERP-structure H(I)|C×{x} is contained in the
interval [α,w − α]C for any x ∈D◦I .
Proof. By construction aF = j (3)∗ aF˜ where j (3) : (C×Δ\{0}) ↪→ C×Δ and aF˜ := aF|C×Δ−{0}
is locally free. By [34, Theorem 1], aF is coherent iff there is a neighborhood U ⊂ C × Δ of
0 such that at each point in U\{0} the sheaf aF˜ is generated by its global sections in U\{0}.
Therefore the second assumption from above is equivalent to the coherence of aF . As aF˜ is
locally free, aF is reflexive [34, Proposition 7]. As the base has dimension 2, it is locally free.
Now consider any other bF . We will apply [34, Theorem 1] to show that it is coherent. Then
reflexiveness and local freeness follow as above. By Lemma 2.8 there exists β with H⊃ Vβ . The
sheaf j (1)∗ bV ∩ j (2)∗ Vβ is locally free, as it is generated by sections which are elementary with
respect to r and z. The sheaf r [b−a+1]aF is locally free, because aF is locally free. The union
of bases of both sheaves generates bF˜ at each point in U\{0}. Using [34, Theorem 1] again, we
obtain the coherence of bF .
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of z-elementary sections. If in this decomposition there is any z-elementary section with order
β < α, then it necessarily also appears in some section of some aF . This implies that aF ⊂
j
(1)∗ aV ∩ j (2)∗ Vα from which we conclude that H ⊂ Vα , which contradicts the assumption. 
4. Locally abelian parabolic bundles
In this section we consider parabolic bundles on an arbitrary complex manifold M . The main
result is Theorem 4.2, which says that any parabolic bundle is locally abelian in the sense of
[18,19].
This theorem was proved first by Borne [2, Théorème 2.4.20]. However, his proof is adapted
to a more general situation, it is done in the algebraic category and moreover it is spread over the
two papers [1] and [2]. Therefore we found it useful to offer here a short proof, which is actually
a mixture of an (independent) proof we had in the first version of this paper and of Borne’s proof.
We comment on the relation between the proofs at the end of this section. We thank the referee
for pointing us to Borne’s work.
Theorem 4.2 is applied in the next section in the proof of Theorem 3.5. More precisely, it
shows that for a variation of TERP-structures on Y =X\D, tame along D, the system of locally
free sheaves (aF)a∈C as defined by formula (3.10) is a locally abelian parabolic bundle on X .
We start by recalling briefly the notion of a parabolic sheaf, in order to fix the notations.
We follow [18,19], however, we consider the corresponding analytic objects, and we also allow
arbitrary complex numbers as weights of the parabolic structure. This imposes a slight change in
the definition compared to [18,19], on which we comment later.
Definition 4.1. Let M be a complex manifold, l ∈ N and D =∐i∈l Di ⊂M be a normal crossing
divisor with irreducible components Di . Write, as before, Dl for the intersection
⋂
i∈l Di .
(1) A parabolic sheaf on (M,D) is a family (aE)a∈Cl of torsion free OM -modules such that the
following holds.
(a) For any a,b ∈ Cl with a b, aE is an OM -submodule of bE .
(b) (Support condition) For any a ∈ Cl , we have a−eiE = aE(−Di).
(c) There exists a discrete index set C =∏li=1 Ci ⊂ Cl such that Caii := Ci ∩ (ai − 1, ai]C
is finite for any ai ∈ C, and Ci = Caii + Z such that the system of sheaves (aE)a∈C
determines the parabolic sheaf (aE)a∈Cl in the following way: For all a ∈ Cl , we
have aE = a˜E , where a˜i := max((−∞, ai]C ∩ Ci). We will often use the notation
Ca =∏li=1 Caii .
(2) A parabolic sheaf E on (M,D) is called a parabolic bundle if all aE are locally free.
(3) For any a ∈ Cl , denote by aL := (abL)b∈Cl the parabolic line bundle on (M,D) defined by
a
bL :=OM(
∑l
i=1ai + biDi). (Notice that aL is called OM(
∑l
i=1 aiDi) in [18].)
(4) A parabolic bundle (aE)a∈Cl is called locally abelian, if it is locally isomorphic (as a
parabolic bundle) to ⊕mi=1(aiL) for suitable ai ∈ Cl .
It follows from the definition of a parabolic sheaf that for any b ∈ Cl and any a ∈ (b −
1,b]C, the quotient bE/aE is supported on the divisor D. If bi = ai for all i ∈ l\{j}, then
supp(bE/aE)⊂Dj . In particular, the quotient
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ca cE
is supported on the intersection Dl . Notice that this quotient is zero if a /∈ C. Moreover,
condition (1)(c) from the above definition implies the weaker semi-continuity condition: For
any a ∈ Cl , there is ε ∈ R+ such that for any c ∈ [0, ε)lC we have a+cE = aE . If we con-
sider a parabolic sheaf indexed by Rl , and suppose that for any subset I ⊂ l, the intersection
DI =⋂i∈I Di has only finitely many components, then the semi-continuity condition and the
support condition actually imply the existence of an index set C with the above properties.
Theorem 4.2. (See [2, Théorème 2.4.20].) Any parabolic bundle is locally abelian.
Theorem 4.2 will be proved by induction over l, after Lemma 4.4. The first step, l = 1, will be
an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.4. Lemma 4.3 rewrites the condition “locally abelian” in
a more explicit way and draws two useful conclusions.
Lemma 4.3. Let M be a complex manifold and D a normal crossing divisor as above. Let
(aE)a∈C be a parabolic bundle on M . Then the following two conditions are equivalent.
(1) (aE)a∈C is locally abelian.
(2) For any t ∈Dl there are local coordinates r = (r1, . . . , rn) on M and a neighborhood U with
r : (U, t) → (Δn,0) an isomorphism such that for i ∈ l, Di ∩ U = {ri = 0}, and there are
sections σj,a ∈ aE|U , a ∈ C,j ∈ {1, . . . , d(a)}, such that the following two conditions hold.
(a) For any i ∈ l and j ∈ {1, . . . , d(c)}, we have ri · σj,c = σj,c−ei .
(b) Denote by ica the inclusion cE ⊂ aE for any c a. Then (ica(σj,c))c∈Ca,j∈{1,...,d(c)} is a
local basis of aE|U .
Suppose that (1) and (2) hold. Then Gra(aE) is a locally free ODl -module of finite rank. If U and
σj,c are as in (2), then
Gra(aE|U)=
⊕
j∈{1,...,d(a)}
ODl∩U [σj,a]. (4.1)
Vice versa, if U and σj,c are as in (2)(a) and satisfy (4.1) then also (2)(b) holds.
Proof. The equivalence (1) ⇔ (2) is clear. Namely, a locally parabolic abelian bundle is isomor-
phic, for any b ∈ C, to a direct sum⊕a∈Cb(aL)d(a). On the other hand, given a parabolic bundle
satisfying (1), then for any b ∈ C, the sections σj,a for a ∈ Cb correspond to the choice of such
an isomorphism.
Suppose that U and σj,c are as in (2). The sheaf aE|U is free with basis ica(σj,c),
c ∈ Ca, j ∈ {1, . . . , d(c)}. The subsheaf ∑ca cE|U is coherent and is generated by ica(σj,c),
c ∈ Ca\{a}, j ∈ {1, . . . , d(c)}, and by ri · σj,a, i ∈ l, j ∈ {1, . . . , d(a)}. This shows Eq. (4.1) and
the local freeness of Gra(aE).
Finally, suppose that U and σj,c are as in (2) and that we have sections σ˜j,c ∈ cE|U satisfying
(2)(a) and Eq. (4.1). Fix a ∈ C. For b, c ∈ Ca, j ∈ {1, . . . , d(b)}, k ∈ {1, . . . , d(c)}, write
iba(σ˜j,b)=
∑
κ(j,b),(k,c) · ica(σk,c).
k,c
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Dl ∩U . Then in a neighborhood U˜ ⊂U of Dl ∩U the sections σ˜j,b satisfy (2)(b).
But for fixed b ∈ Ca the block (κ(j,b),(k,b))|Dl∩U is invertible, and for fixed b, c ∈ Ca with c 
b the block (κ(j,b),(k,c))|Dl∩U vanishes. Therefore the matrix (κ(j,b),(k,c))|Dl∩U is invertible. 
Given a parabolic bundle (aE)a∈C , the following notations will be used: aE denotes the vector
bundle corresponding to aE , fa,b denotes the morphism corresponding to the inclusion aE ↪→ bE
for a b.
Lemma 4.4. Let (aE)a∈C be a parabolic bundle with l = 1 on (M,D). Fix any point t ∈D =D1.
(1) For a,b ∈ C ⊂ C with a b a + 1
Im
(
(fa,b)|t : aEt → bEt
)= ker((fb,a+1)|t : bEt → a+1Et).
(2) Fix a ∈ C. For any c ∈ Ca choose germs of sections σj,c ∈ cEt , j ∈ {1, . . . , d(c)}, such that
the vectors (σj,c)|t ∈ cEt represent a basis of cEt/∑b<c fb,c(bEt). Choose a neighborhood
U ⊂ M of t and a coordinate function r1 :U → C with D ∩ U = {r1 = 0}. Define for any
c ∈ C germs of sections σj,c ∈ cEt by
σj,c = rn1 · σj,c+n for n ∈ Z with c + n ∈ Ca.
Then part (2)(b) in Lemma 4.3 holds, i.e. for any b ∈ C (icb(σj,c))c∈Cb,j∈{1,...,d(c)} is a basis
of bEt .
Proof. Choose a neighborhood U ⊂M of t and a coordinate system r = (r1, . . . , rn) on U with
r : (U, t)→ (Δn,0) an isomorphism such that D ∩U = {ri = 0}.
(1) Consider M˜ := {r2 = · · · = rn = 0} ⊂U , D˜ := M˜ ∩D = {0} = {t} ⊂ M˜ , and for a ∈ C the
sheaf aE˜ of holomorphic sections of aE|M˜ . Then (aE˜)a∈C is a parabolic bundle on (M˜, D˜), and
aE˜ = aE|M˜ , f˜a,b = (fa,b)|M˜ , and in particular aE˜ = a+1E˜(−D˜)= r1 · a+1E˜ .
Consider a germ of a section σ ∈ bE|t with value σ|t ∈ bEt . Then
σ|t ∈ ker(fb,a+1)|t
⇐⇒ σ vanishes at t as a section in a+1E˜
⇐⇒ σ is already a section in aE˜
⇐⇒ σ|t ∈ Im(fa,b)|t .
This proves part (1).
(2) The vector space bEt is naturally filtered by the subspaces {0} and fc,b(cEt) for c ∈ Cb,
with quotients
Grc(bE|t )= fcb(cE|t )
fc˜b(c˜E|t )
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Gr(fcb)|t : Grc(cEt)→ Grc(bEt).
This map is an isomorphism for c ∈ Cb because of
f−1cb
(
fc˜b(c˜Et)
)= f−1cb (ker((fb,c˜+1)|t))= ker((fc,c˜+1)|t)= fc˜,c(c˜Et).
Here (1) is used two times.
By construction, for all c ∈ C (not only c ∈ Ca) the vectors (σj,c)|t ∈ cEt represent a
basis of Grc(cEt). Because of the isomorphisms Gr(fcb)|t : Grc(cEt) → Grc(bEt), for c ∈
Cb the vectors (fcb(σj,c)|t ) ∈ bEt represent a basis of Grc(bEt). Therefore all the vectors
(fcb((σj,c)|t ))c∈Cb,j∈{1,...,d(b)} are a basis of bEt , and all the sections (fcb(σj,c))c∈Cb,j∈{1,...,d(b)}
are a basis of bEt . 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We will prove condition (2) in Lemma 4.3 by induction on l. The case
l = 1 is handled by part (2) of Lemma 4.4, which gives exactly condition (2) in Lemma 4.3 if the
divisor D has only one component.
Now suppose that for some l  2, the statement (i.e., condition (2) in Lemma 4.3) is true
for any parabolic bundle on a manifold with a divisor with l − 1 components. Let (aE)a∈C be
a parabolic bundle on (M,D) = (M,⋃i∈l Di). Choose t ∈ Dl . Choose locally around t ∈ M
coordinates r = (r1, . . . , rn) on M and a neighborhood U ⊂ M of t with r : (U, t) → (Δn,0) an
isomorphism such that Di ∩U = {ri = 0} for i ∈ l.
For I ⊂ l, I = ∅, and a0 ∈ C define the index set
C
(
I,a0
) := {a ∈ C ∣∣ aj = a0j for j ∈ l − I}.
Then (aE)a∈C(I,a0) is a parabolic bundle on (M,
⋃
i∈I Di).
Consider the case I = {l}. The system (aE)a∈C({l},a0) is locally abelian because of |I | = 1, and
by Lemma 4.3 any quotient sheaf
Grl (aE) := aE∑
b∈C({l},a0),bl<al bE
is a locally free ODl -module. Now consider I = l − 1 = {1, . . . , l − 1}.
Claim. The system (Grl (aE))a∈C(l−1,a0) is a parabolic bundle on (Dl,
⋃
i∈l−1 Dl ∩ Di) =
(Dl,Dl −D◦l ).
Proof. All the sheaves aE , a ∈ C(l − 1,a0), coincide on M − ⋃i∈l−1 Di . Therefore all the
sheaves Grl (aE), a ∈ C(l − 1,a0), coincide on D◦l . Because they are locally free, the nat-
ural maps Grl (aE) → Grl(bE) for a  b,a,b ∈ C(l − 1,a0), are inclusions. The equations
a−eiE = aE(−Di) imply
Grl(a−e E)= Grl (aE)(−Dl ∩Di) for i ∈ l − 1. i
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equality of quotients
Gra
(
Grl(aE)
)= Gra(aE)
is obvious. By Lemma 4.3 the quotient on the left is a locally free ODl -module of some finite
rank d(a), hence, also Gra(aE) is ODl -locally free.
Now choose sections σj,a, a ∈ C,j ∈ {1, . . . , d(a)} of aE|U such that
ri · σj,c = σj,c−ei for i ∈ l, c ∈ C, j ∈
{
1, . . . , d(c)
}
and
Grc(cE|U)=
⊕
j∈{1,...,d(c)}
ODl∩U · [σj,c] for c ∈ C.
We have to show that (ica(σj,c))c∈Ca,j∈{1,...,d(c)} is a local basis of aE|U for any a ∈ C. Then, by
Lemma 4.3, (2) ⇒ (1), (aE)a∈C is locally abelian.
Denote by [σj,a]l the class of σj,a in Grl (aE). Lemma 4.3 applied to the locally abelian
parabolic bundle (Grl(aE))a∈C(l−1,a0) shows that the sections ([ica(σj,c)]l )c∈C(l−1,a0)a,j∈{1,...,d(c)}
form a local basis of Grl (aE). This holds for arbitrary a0 and a in C.
For any b0 ∈ C, it gives the condition (4.1) for the locally abelian parabolic bundle
(bE)b∈C({l},b0) and the sections icb(σj,c), b ∈ C({l},b0), c ∈ C(l − 1,b)b, j ∈ {1, . . . , d(c)}. The
last part of Lemma 4.3 applies and shows that the sections (icb(σj,c))c∈Cb,j∈{1,...,d(b)} are a local
basis of bE . Therefore (bE)b∈C is a locally abelian parabolic bundle. 
Remark. Borne’s proof of Theorem 4.2 starts with [2, Lemme 2.3.11], which applies to the case
l = 1 and gives that the sheaves Grl (aE) are locally free ODl -modules. Then an induction and
additional arguments in [2, Propositions 2.3.5 and 2.3.10] give a result which contains that the
sheaves Gra(aE) are locally free ODl -modules (it treats the homology of a complex associated
to a “facette”, and Gra(aE) is one homology group). Then he establishes equivalence between
parabolic bundles and locally free sheaves on certain stacks. To conclude he shows that these are
sums of line bundles on these stacks. The case l = 1 of this is [1, Proposition 3.12].
Our proof unifies the treatment of the quotient sheaves Grl(aE) and Gra(aE) with the final
analysis of the locally free sheaves on the stacks into one big induction. Therefore our step
l = 1, which is Lemma 4.4 (and the application of Lemma 4.3 to the case l = 1) replaces [2,
Lemme 2.3.11] and [1, Proposition 3.12]. Our inductive step is almost the same as the induction
in [2, Propositions 2.3.5 and 2.3.10].
5. Tame harmonic bundles and limit data
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.5 and of Theorem 3.7. The first one is
essentially an application of the results of the last section, while the second one consists in a
detailed comparison with the data occurring in [25, Theorem 12.22].
First we apply the results from the last section to the system of sheaves considered in The-
orem 3.5. Notice that the first statement of the following lemma is actually shown in [18,
Lemma 3.3] in the algebraic context.
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(1) Let H ′ ∈ VB∇C∗×Y be a flat bundle. Then the system of locally free sheaves (aV)a∈C as defined
by formula (3.5) is a locally abelian parabolic bundle on C∗ ×X.
(2) Let (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) be a variation of TERP-structures on Y , tame along D. Then the
system (aF)a∈C is a locally abelian parabolic bundle.
Proof. Both system of sheaves (aV)a∈C resp. (aF)a∈C are obviously parabolic sheaves, and both
are locally free: for (aV)a∈C this follows from the construction using multi-elementary sections,
and for (aF)a∈C this is exactly the condition for the variation (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) to be tame
along D. Hence, by Theorem 4.2, both are locally abelian parabolic bundles. Obviously, for a
tame variation of TERP-structures, once we know that (aF)a∈C is locally abelian, the same is
true for (aV)a∈C as the latter parabolic bundle is the restriction of the former to C∗ ×X. On the
other hand, an explicit basis of the sheaves (aV)a∈C which satisfies the conditions (a) and (b) in
Lemma 4.3(2) is defined by putting σj,c = esl (Aj , c), where (Aj )j=1,...,d(c) is a local basis of
H′(l)e2πic . 
We can now use the adapted basis constructed in Theorem 4.2 to show the first main result of
Section 3.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. It follows from Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 that the quotients
Gra(aF) are locally free over ODl . Moreover, we have aF |C∗×X = aV by definition, so that
Gra(aF)|C∗×Dl = Gra(aV). Hence we obtain an extension of Gra(aV ) to Dl , and an extension of
H ′(l)e2πia via (Φ ′)−1 from formula (3.6). Choose a local basis (σj,c) of aF as in Lemma 4.3(2),
and develop any σj,c as a sum of l-elementary sections σj,c =∑bc esl (A(σj,c,b),b). Then[σj,a] = [esl (A(σj,a,a),a)] in Gra(aF), which shows the isomorphism (3.11).
It follows from Lemma 3.4 and from Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) that the flat connection on H′(l)e2πia
has a pole of type 1 on H(l)e2πia along {0} × Dl . Similarly, Eq. (3.9) shows that the endomor-
phisms zNj extend holomorphically to the bundle H(l)e2πia .
In order to show that H(l) underlies a variation of TERP-structures on Dl , it only remains
to prove that the pairing P has the correct properties on this bundle. We have already seen
that P : aF ⊗ j∗bF → z−wOX is non-degenerate, where b ∈ C such that Cb = −Ca. Choose
again local bases (σi,c)c∈Ca of aF resp. (σj,d)d∈Cb of bF as in Theorem 4.2(1), then the matrix
z−w(P (σi,c, σj,d))c∈Ca,d∈Cb,i∈{1,...,d(c)},j∈{1,...,d(d)} is holomorphic and non-degenerate on X .
These sections can be developed as sums of elementary sections and formula (3.4) can be
applied. The restriction of the entries of the above matrix for d = −a to the subvariety Dl takes
a particularly simple form, namely:
z−wP (σi,c, σj,d)|Dl =
{
0, if c = −a,
z−wP (A(σi,c, c),A(σj,−c,−c)), if c = −a.
Thus the matrix (z−wP (A(σi,a,a),A(σj,−a,−a)))i,j=1,...,d(a) is holomorphic and non-degener-
ate on ODl . Therefore the pairing
P :H(l)e2πia ⊗ j∗H(l)e−2πia → zwODl
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weight w. This finishes the proof of part (1) of Theorem 3.5.
The first statement of part (2) is that for any I ⊂ l, the same construction yields a bundle H(I)
which underlies a variation of TERP-structures on D◦I . This is proved exactly as in part (1), it only
uses the tameness of the original variation of TERP-structures along the divisor D\⋃i∈l\I Di in
X\⋃i∈l\I Di .
The second statement is that this limit variation of TERP-structures is tame along DI\D◦I .
This follows from the tameness of the original variation along the “other” components of the
divisor, i.e., along
⋃
i∈l\I Di . It uses Remark 3.1, the formula esl(A,a) = esl\I (esI (A,a),a)
and the construction in part (1).
In a similar way the third statement, i.e., the compatibility of these constructions for I, J ⊂ l,
I, J = ∅, I ∩ J = ∅ can be shown using Remark 3.1. We leave the details of the second and the
third statement to the reader. 
In the second part of this section we give the proof of Theorem 3.7. We will identify the
various objects appearing in [25, Theorem 12.22] with data defined by a tame variation of TERP-
structures on Y . Ultimately, we show that the limit object considered in [25, Theorem 12.22]
(which is called ⊕a Scan(a,0)(E)) is the twistor Ĥ (l) appearing in Theorem 3.7, which therefore
underlies a polarized mixed twistor structure. This will show most of the statements of this the-
orem.
Let us first briefly recall the main objects and results appearing in [25, Theorem 12.22].
Definition–Lemma 5.2. Let (E, ∂, θ,h) be a tame harmonic bundle on Y . Consider the OCCanY -
module E ′ :=OCCanY ⊗p−1Can(E), where p :Y → Y is the projection. Let E ∈ VBY be the kernel
of ∂ + zθ :E ′ → E ′ ⊗OCA0,1Y . Then for any a ∈ RI , define the extension
aE :=
{
s ∈ j (2)∗ E
∣∣∣ |s|p∗h ∈O(∏
i∈I
|ri |−ε−ai
)
∀ε > 0
}
. (5.1)
(recall that j (2) :Y ↪→ X ). It follows that ri · aE ∼= a−iE , which endows aE with an OX -module
structure. For any z ∈ C∗, the restrictions aEz := j∗z (aE) are OX-locally free extensions of j∗z E
over (z,0), where jz : {z}×X ↪→X [25, Theorem 8.59]. However, aE is not OX -free in general.
The system (aEz)a∈Rl is a locally abelian parabolic bundle on {z} × X in the sense of Defini-
tion 4.1. The operator z∂ + θ defines a z-connection on aEz, which has a logarithmic pole along
{z}×D [25, Lemma 8.88]. We obtain a tuple of commuting residue endomorphisms ri(z∂ri +θri )
on the graded object Gra(aEz) for any a ∈ Rl (which is ODl -locally free).
Denote by
⊕
α Eα Gra(aEz) the generalized common eigenspace decomposition (the eigen-
values are constant, [25, 8.8.4]). Define
KMSS
(Ez, l) := {(a,α) ∈ (R × C)l ∣∣ dimC(Eα Gra(aEz)) = 0}
to be the Kashiwara–Malgrange–Sabbah–Simpson spectrum of Ez and by m(a,α) :=
dimC(Eα Gra(Ez)) the multiplicity of the spectral element (a,α) [25, 8.8.4]. There is a Zl-action
on KMSS due to
m(a,α)= m(a + k,α − z · k) ∀k ∈ Zl .
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For any z ∈ C the bijective map
k(z) : (R × C)l −→ (R × C)l,
(a,α) −→ (aj + 2(z · αj ),αj − aj · z− αj · z2)j∈l (5.2)
restricts to a bijection from KMSS(E0, l) to KMSS(Ez, l), preserving the multiplicities.
In the following lemma, we show that for a tame harmonic bundle defined by a variation of
pure polarized TERP-structures, the objects introduced above simplify to a large extent.
Lemma 5.3. Let (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) be a variation of pure polarized TERP-structures on Y and
suppose that the associated harmonic bundle E :=H|{0}×Y is tame along D. Then:
(1) The variation of twistor structures constructed from the harmonic bundle E in [25, 11.1] is
the bundle Ĥ , equipped with the horizontal parts of the z-connection in each fiber H|{z}×Y ,
and the pairing Ŝ from Definition 2.4. In particular, the sheaf E from above is isomorphic
to H.
(2) The KMSS-spectrum satisfies
KMSS
(Ez, l)= {(a,−z · a) ∈ (R × C)l ∣∣Gra(aE0) = 0}.
In particular, the eigenvalues of the Higgs fields θ∂ri ∈ EndOY (E/zE) are all equal to zero.(3) The variation H is tame along D in the sense of Definition 3.2.
Proof. (1) This is clear from the definitions, by comparing with the formulas in [25, proof of
Lemma 11.2] for the connection and [25, Lemma 11.9] for the pairings.
(2) On each slice {z} × Y with z = 0, the connection operator ∂ + z−1θ gives a flat structure
on Ez|{z}×Y , and the extension bEz has a logarithmic pole along {z} ×D. The residue eigenvalues
at {z} × Dj on Grb(bEz) are equal to αj · z−1 − aj − αj · z for some (a,α) ∈ KMSS(E0, l),
due to formula (5.2). It follows that the eigenvalues of the corresponding monodromies around
the divisors {z} × Dj are of the form exp(−2πi(αj · z−1 − aj − αj · z)). However, as we have
E|C∗×Y =H′, all these flat bundles form an isomonodromic family, so that the monodromies are
constant, namely, they are the endomorphisms Mi ∈ Aut(H∞) considered at the beginning of
Section 3. We conclude that the eigenvalues are constant, and thus αj = 0 for all j ∈ l. Therefore,
only pairs (a,−za), where a ∈ C such that Gra(aE0) = 0 appear as elements of KMSS(Ez, l).
As an easy consequence, we obtain that all eigenvalues of the monodromies Mi are ele-
ments in S1, as they are exponentials of the values ai , where a ∈ C ⊂ Rl is a vector such that
Gra(aE0) = 0.
(3) As we have seen in part (2), the eigenvalues of the residue endomorphism ri∇ri on
aEz/ri · aEz are independent of z ∈ C∗ and contained in −Ca. This yields aE|C∗×X ∼= aV . Thus
aF|C∗×X ∼= aE|C∗×X by definition of the sheaf aF|C∗×X (see Definition 3.2). In order to show
aF ∼= aE , and the local freeness of these sheaves, we proceed as in [13, Lemma 6.11, (4)].
We already know that aF|X \({0}×D) ∼= aE|X \({0}×D). If (a,0) /∈ KMSS(E0, l), then aE is OX -
locally free by [25, Proposition 1.11]. Suppose therefore that (a,0) ∈ KMSS(E0, l), then there
is ε0 ∈ Rl such that (a + ε,0) /∈ KMSS(E0, l) for all ε ∈ Rl such that ε  ε0. Then a+εE>0 >0
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follows that aE ⊂ a+εE ∼= aF . However, this is true for all ε with 0 < ε  ε0, i.e., any section
s ∈ aF satisfies |s|p∗h ∈ O(∏i∈I |ri |−εi−δ−ai ) for all δ > 0 and all ε ∈ (0,ε0]. This is exactly
the defining property of aE , so that we obtain s ∈ aE . Hence aE = aF , aE is locally free and the
variation (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) we started with is tame along D. 
In particular, this lemma shows that for a pure polarized variation of TERP-structures the
notion of tameness, as introduced in Definition 3.2, coincides with the notion of tameness of the
associated harmonic bundle, which justifies our terminology.
The next step is the discussion of the limit objects constructed from the sheaves aE . In [25,
8.9.1], for any (a,α) ∈ KMSS(E0, l), the vector bundle lG(a,α) ∈ VBDl is defined. It is character-
ized by the property that for any z ∈ C, (lG(a,α))|{z}×Dl = Eγ Grc(cEz), where (c,γ )= k(z)(a,α).
If the harmonic bundle E is defined by a variation of pure polarized TERP-structures as above,
then k(z)(a,α)= (a,−za), as we have just proved. It follows that on each Gra(aEz), there is just
a single generalized common eigenspace of the operators ri∇ri , namely the one associated to−za. Therefore E−za Gra(aEz) is identified with Gra(aEz). This implies that lG(a,0) is simply the
quotient Gra(aE)= Gra(aF) which is locally free over ODl by Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 5.1(2).
The limit objects Scan
(a,0)(E) in [25] are obtained by gluing the bundle lG(a,0) with a similar
quotient bundle on P1\{0}. The next lemma describes this bundle in the current situation
Lemma 5.4. Let (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) be as above, and (E, ∂, θ,h) the associated harmonic bundle.
Consider also the harmonic bundle (E, ∂, θ,h) on Y . Then:
(1) There is an isomorphism (E†, ∂ + zθ)∼= γ ∗(H,∇Y ),
here E† ∈ VB(P1\{0})×Y is the sheaf constructed from (E, ∂, θ,h) on Y in [25, 11.1.1] and
∇Y :H→H⊗ z−1Ω1Y/C is the horizontal part of the connection operator on H.
(2) The bundle j∗γ ∗H, where j :P1 → P1, j (z) = −z, underlies a variation of pure polarized
TERP-structures of weight w on Y , which is tame along D ⊂X.
(3) The limit object lG†
(−a,0) from [25, 11.2.3] is equal to j∗ Gr −a(−aF(j∗γ ∗H)), where
bF(j∗γ ∗H) denotes the extension over C ×X of order b of the variation j∗γ ∗H from (2).
Proof. (1) The flat real subbundle H ′R of H ′ induces a real structure of E (denoted by κ in [12,
Theorem 2.19]) which defines a complex conjugation on sections of E. This gives a complex
conjugation on E ′, which interchanges ∂ and ∂ resp. θ and θ (due to the compatibility of the real
structure with the hermitian metric). Moreover, γ ∗(E ′, ∂ + zθ)= (γ ∗E ′, ∂ + z−1θ), which yields
that γ ∗E = E†. On the other hand, we already know that (H,∇Y )∼= (E, ∂ + z−1θ). Hence
γ ∗(H,∇Y )= γ ∗
(E, ∂ + z−1θ)= (E†, ∂ + zθ).
(2) That j∗γ ∗H underlies a variation of TERP-structures of weight w on Y is immediately
clear. Moreover, it follows from (1) that this variation is pure polarized, namely, its correspond-
ing harmonic bundle on Y is (E, ∂, θ,h). This harmonic bundle is obviously tame along D, as
(E, ∂, θ,h) is tame along D. Hence the variation of TERP-structures j∗γ ∗H is tame along D.
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each z ∈ P1\{0}, the restriction (lG†
(−a,0))|{z}×Dl is by definition equal to E−za Gr−a(−aE†) (by
[25, 11.2.1, 11.2.3] and the same argument as above, i.e., the special behavior of the KMSS-
spectrum for E† in the current situation), so that lG†
(−a,0) ∼= j∗ Gr −a(−aF(j∗γ ∗H)). 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. Part (1) has already been shown in Lemma 5.3. In order to prove the
remaining parts of the theorem, we will show that for any r ∈ Dl , there is an isomorphism of
twistors
Ĥ(l)|P1×{r} ∼=
⊕
a mod Zl
Scan(a,0)(E|π−1Y (r)), (5.3)
where Scan
(a,0)(E|π−1Y (r)) is defined in [25, 11.3.4]. As in [25, 11.3.4], we will make the assumption
that Dl = {0}, so that actually we have to show that Ĥ(l) ∼=⊕a mod Zl Scan(a,0)(E). Recall that
Scan
(a,0)(E) is obtained by gluing
lG(a,0) with lG†(−a,0) via the gluing map
[
lG(a,0)
]
|C∗
Φ
†,can
(−a,0)◦(Φcan(a,0))−1 [
lG†
(−a,0)
]
|C∗ (5.4)
where the maps Φcan
(a,0) : lG(a,0)H −→ [lG(a,0)]|C∗ resp. Φ†,can(−a,0) : lG†(−a,0)(H†) −→ [lG†(−a,0)]|C∗
are defined in [25, 10.4]. Moreover, there is an identification
lG(a,0)H∼= lG†(−a,0)
(H†), (5.5)
so that the composition Φcan,†
(−a,0) ◦ (Φcan(a,0))−1 is well defined. It turns out that in the current situa-
tion we have
lG(a,0)H = H′(l)e2πia ,
Φcan(a,0) =Φ ′ :H′(l)e2πia −→ Gra(aV)= Gra(aF)|C∗ ,
lG†
(−a,0)
(H†) = γ ∗H′(l)e−2πia ,
Φ
†,can
(−a,0) = γ ∗Φ ′ : γ ∗H′(l)e−2πia −→ γ ∗ Gr−a(−aV)= j∗ Gr−a
(
−aF(j∗γ ∗H)
)
|C∗ ,
and that the identification (5.5) is just the map
τ :H′(l)e2πia −→ γ ∗H′(l)e−2πia
which is induced by the original map τ :H′
e2πia
→ γ ∗H′
e−2πia . The twistor Ĥ(l)e2πia is obtained
by gluing H(l)e2πia and γ ∗H(l)e−2πia via this new morphism τ . Thus we get an isomorphism of
twistors
Ĥ(l) 2πia ∼= Scan (E).e (a,0)
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on lGu, essentially via (3.4). In our situation, this boils down to the pairings Ŝ which are induced
on H′(l) from those on H′. The pairing S in [25, Theorem 12.22] coincides with Ŝ on Ĥ(l).
In [25, 11.3.6] the morphisms NΔj :S(a,0) → S(a,0) ⊗OP1CanDl (1,1) are defined via extension
of the nilpotent parts of the residue endomorphisms (iz)−1[zrj∇rj ]. The nilpotent parts of the
residue endomorphisms [zrj∇rj ] correspond by formula (3.9) to z−Nj2πi . Therefore the pull back
of NΔj to H′(l) is equal to
Nj
2π . The tuple N
Δ = (NΔ1 , . . . ,NΔl ) in [25, Theorem 12.22] thus
corresponds to the tuple (N12π , . . . ,
Nl
2π ).
Theorem 12.22 in [25] says that (Scan
(a,0)(E),W,N
Δ,S) is a polarized mixed twistor of weight
0 in l variables. By definition [25, Definition 3.50] this means that for any a ∈ (R+)l and Na :=∑
j∈l ajNj the tuple (S(a,0),NΔa , S) is a polarized mixed twistor of weight 0 and that the weight
filtration W is independent of the choice of a ∈ (R+)l . This includes that the maps zNa and
z−1Na extend to {0} × Dl respectively to {∞} × Dl , and that they have everywhere the same
Jordan normal form so that together they give a global weight filtration. As a conclusion, we
obtain part (2) of the theorem, and also part (3). Finally, part (4) is an easy consequence of
Lemma 2.10. 
6. Rigidity
As an application of the discussion on extensions of TERP-structures, we prove here a gener-
alized version of a conjecture of Sabbah concerning the rigidity of integrable variations of twistor
structures on quasi-projective varieties. It was stated in [28, Conjecture 7.2.9] for non-compact
curves, but using the results of [24], we can actually prove it in this more general situation. We
show the corresponding statement for TERP-structures, the original formulation in [28] can be
easily obtained by a slight modification of our proof.
A quite simple but essential ingredient is the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Let, as in Section 3, X = Δn, Y = (Δ∗)l × Δn−l and D = X\Y . Let (H,H ′R,∇,
P ,w) be a variation of pure polarized TERP-structures on Y , tame along D. Let K :=H/zH.
Consider the parabolic filtration on j (0)∗ K (where j (0) : Y ↪→ X), defined, analogously to for-
mula (5.1) by:
aK :=
{
s ∈ j (0)∗ K
∣∣∣ |s|h ∈O(∏
i∈I
|r|−ε−ai
)
∀ε > 0
}
for any a ∈ Rl , where h is the hermitian metric induced on K by z−wP (−, τ−) on p∗Ĥ. Then
the endomorphism U := [z2∇z] ∈ EndOY (K) is compatible with this parabolic filtration, i.e., for
any a ∈ RI it extends to an element in EndOX(aK).
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the results of the preceding sections: Recall that we de-
fined aF := j (1)∗ aV ∩ j (2)∗ H ∈ VBX . By Lemma 3.4 we have that
∇ : aF −→ aF ⊗ z−1Ω1
(
log
(D ∪ ({0} ×X))),X
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follows that aK= aF/z · aF , so that we obtain U(aK)⊂ aK, as required. 
The following theorem is the generalization of [28, Corollary 7.2.8] to the higher-dimensional
quasi-projective case.
Theorem 6.2. Let X be a projective manifold and Y := X\D where D is a divisor with normal
crossings. Let (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) be a variation of pure polarized TERP-structures on Y , tame
along D, and denote by (E, ∂, θ,h) the corresponding harmonic bundle. Then there is a decom-
position of CanY -bundles E = Ew ⊕ Ew−1 where Ew resp. Ew−1 underlies a variation of pure
polarized Hodge structures of weight w resp. w − 1.
Proof. The variation of TERP-structures (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) corresponds by [12, Theorem 2.19]
to a CV⊕-structure. The latter consists of the harmonic bundle E enriched by the endomorphisms
U ,Q ∈ EndCanY (Can(E)) and the real structure given by τ subject to a couple of compatibility
conditions, from which we quote only the following ones ((6.1) and (6.2) are called integrability
equations in [28]):
[θ,U] = 0, D′′(U)= 0, (6.1)
D′(U)− [θ,Q] + θ = 0, D′(Q)+ [θ, τUτ ] = 0, (6.2)
h(U−,−)= h(−, τUτ−), h(Q−,−)= h(−,Q−), (6.3)
τθτ = θ, Q= −τQτ. (6.4)
Consider, as before, the bundle K=H/zH ∈ VBY and the extensions aK ∈ VBX . By [24, Propo-
sition 5.1], any aK is a μL-polystable Higgs bundle (L being some fixed ample line bundle on X),
and we have a canonical decomposition
(aK, θ)∼=
m⊕
i=1
(aKi , θi)⊗ Cpi (6.5)
where each aKi is a μL-stable Higgs bundle, and any two (aKi , θi) and (aKj , θj ) are non-
isomorphic for i = j . In particular, (aKi , θi) is simple, i.e., any Higgs endomorphism respecting
the filtration •Ki of aKi is of the form ci · IdKi with ci ∈ C. (This follows from a standard ar-
gument: By [24, Proposition 5.1], Lemma 3.10, any non-trivial endomorphism is actually an
isomorphism, which makes EndOX(aKi ) into a skew field which is a finite-dimensional C-
vector space as X is compact. Any such isomorphism is then necessarily a multiplication by
a constant for otherwise it would generate a commutative and finite-dimensional subalgebra
of EndOX(aKi ), i.e., a proper algebraic field extension of C, a contradiction.) By restriction
to Y , we obtain a decomposition (K, θ) ∼=⊕mi=1(Ki , θi) ⊗ Cpi and similarly a decomposition
Can(E) ∼=⊕mi=1 Can(Ei) ⊗ Cpi of the corresponding sheaf of CanY -sections. Moreover, Proposi-
tion 5.1 of [24] also gives that the hermitian metric h decomposes as h =∑mi=1 hi ⊗ gi , where
gi is a constant hermitian metric on Cpi . This implies that the (1,0)-part D′ of the Chern con-
nection decomposes as D′ =∑mi=1 D′i ⊗ ∂ , where D′i :Can(Ei)→ Can(Ei)⊗A1,0Y . Notice that it
follows from Eq. (6.5) that θ =∑m θi ⊗ IdCpi .i=1
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lemma that U is an endomorphism of the μL-polystable Higgs bundle K, so that it decom-
poses as U =∑mi=1 IdCan(Ei) ⊗ Ui , where Ui ∈ EndC(Cpi ). The first part of Eq. (6.3) shows
that U =∑mi=1 IdCan(Ei) ⊗ Ui , Ui being the adjoint of Ui with respect to gi . It follows that the
commutators [D′,U] and [θ,U] vanish so that the integrability equations (6.2) reduce to
D′(Q)= 0 and θ = [θ,Q], (6.6)
and by adjunction with respect to h we also obtain
D′′(Q)= 0 and θ = −[θ,Q]. (6.7)
The remaining part of the proof is exactly the same as the proof of [12, Lemma 3.4 and Theo-
rem 3.1], where the stronger assumption of U = 0 was made. For the readers convenience, we
briefly recall how to obtain the desired conclusion. First define the following real analytic bundles
on X:
Can(Ep,w−pw ) := ⊕
α+w+12 =p
α/∈w+12 +Z
Ker(Q− α Id), Ew :=
⊕
p
Ep,w−pw ,
Can(Ep,w−1−pw−1 ) :=Ker(Q−(p − w − 12
)
Id
)
, Ew−1 :=
⊕
p
E
p,w−1−p
w−1 .
Moreover, we put
Fpw :=
⊕
qp
Eq,w−qw ; Fpw−1 :=
⊕
qp
E
q,w−1−q
w−1 .
From Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7) we deduce that the bundles Fpw resp. Fpw−1 are holomorphic (for the
operator D′′ + θ ) and satisfy Griffiths transversality, i.e., ∇Fpw ⊂ Fp−1w ⊗ Ω1Y resp. ∇Fpw−1 ⊂
Fp−1w−1 ⊗Ω1Y , where ∇ is the integrable operator ∇ =D′ +D′′ + θ + θ . From the second part of
Eq. (6.4) we deduce that τ Ker(Q−α Id)=Ker(Q+α Id). Using that for any α ∈ R\(w+12 +Z),
the equality
−
([
α + w + 1
2
]
− p
)
=
[
−α + w + 1
2
]
− (w − p)
holds, this implies Ep,w−pw = Ew−p,pw resp. Ep,w−1−pw−1 = Ew−1−p,pw−1 , which yields the desired
result. 
As an application, we obtain a generalization of [14, Corollary 4.5]. Notice that the reasoning
is completely different, namely, we do not use the curvature computation of [14, Corollary 4.5].
Corollary 6.3. Let H be a variation of pure polarized TERP-structures H on Cn, tame along
Pn\Cn. Then it is trivial, i.e., ∇X(H) ⊂H for all X ∈ p−1TCn , where p :C × Cn → Cn is the
projection. If H is regular singular (then by Proposition 3.8 tameness follows as soon as we
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Section 9.5, is constant.
Proof. Let Y := Cn ⊂X = Pn, then the assumptions ensure that p∗Ĥ underlies a tame harmonic
bundle on Y . The last theorem gives that it also underlies a sum of two variations of pure polarized
Hodge structures. A classical result (see, e.g., [4, 13.4.3]) shows that the corresponding period
maps to the classifying spaces of pure polarized Hodge structures are constant, which implies
that θ = 0, so that the variation of TERP-structure itself is flat in parameter direction. The last
statement follows directly from the construction of the period map in Lemma 9.4. 
7. The compact classifying space
The fact that special members of families of regular singular TERP-structures can have dif-
ferent spectral numbers than the general member of the family is reflected in the geometry of
classifying spaces of such TERP-structures. We construct and study in this section several ver-
sions of these classifying spaces. In all cases, the topological data of a family of regular singular
TERP-structures are fixed. If we fix moreover the spectral pairs (as introduced in Definition 2.7)
and a corresponding reference regular singular mixed TERP-structure, then all possible regular
singular TERP-structures with these data are classified by a complex manifold DˇBL, which was
defined in [10] and further studied in [14]. It has the structure of an affine fiber bundle over a
complex homogeneous manifold DˇPMHS parameterizing certain Hodge type filtrations. More pre-
cisely, DˇPMHS contains an open submanifold DPMHS which parameterizes polarized mixed Hodge
structures with the same fixed topological data from above, in particular, with a fixed weight fil-
tration. Passing to the induced filtration on the graded parts of this weight filtration defines a
structure of an affine fiber bundle DˇPMHS → DˇPHS, where the latter is a projective manifold (the
product of classifying spaces of Hodge-like filtrations). This map restricts to DPMHS → DPHS,
and DPHS is a product of classifying spaces of pure polarized Hodge structures. The following
diagram shows how these manifolds are related:
DˇBL −→ DˇPMHS −→ DˇPHS
∪ ∪ ∪
DBL −→ DPMHS −→ DPHS.
(7.1)
We refer to [10] and [14, Chapter 2] for more details about these classifying spaces. DˇBL carries a
tautological bundle L ∈ VBC×DˇBL of regular singular TERP-structures, i.e., L|C×{x} is the TERP-
structure which corresponds to the point x ∈ DˇBL. L underlies a family of TERP-structures in
the sense of Definition 2.1, but not a variation in general.
In order to capture the jumping phenomena of the spectrum as seen in the examples in
Section 2, we will construct a new classifying space which parameterizes all regular singular
TERP-structures where only the range for the spectral numbers has been fixed. We will see that
this is a projective variety and that it contains the classifying spaces DˇBL for fixed spectral num-
bers as locally closed subvarieties. It also contains other strata, these correspond to families of
TERP-structures with fixed spectral pairs, but where no element is mixed TERP.
All along this section, we fix the following topological data: a real vector space H∞R of di-
mension μ, equipped with an automorphism M ∈ Aut(H∞R ), an integer w and a non-degenerate
bilinear pairing S :H∞R ×H∞R → R. S is required to be invariant under M , and to have the fol-
lowing symmetry property: Denote by H∞ the complexification of H∞, by H∞ the generalizedR λ
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where, as before H∞arg=0 :=
⊕
argλ=0 H∞λ and H∞arg=0 :=
⊕
argλ=0 H∞λ . By [13, Lemma 5.1],
these data correspond to a flat vector bundle H ′ ∈ VB∇C∗ with a flat real subbundle H ′R of maxi-
mal rank, and a flat (−1)w-symmetric non-degenerate pairing P :H′ ⊗j∗H′ →OC∗ which takes
values in iwR on H ′R.
We denote, by abuse of notation, both of the two inclusions C∗ ↪→ C and P1\{0} ↪→ P1
by i, and similarly by i˜ either of the two inclusions C∗ ↪→ P1\{0} or C ↪→ P1. We consider the
Deligne extensions V α , V>α ⊂ i∗H′ as defined in Section 2. We also consider the corresponding
Deligne extensions Vα,V<α ⊂ i˜∗H′ at infinity, where the indices are chosen so that they form
an increasing filtration. Finally, we work with the meromorphic bundles V>−∞ ⊂ i∗H′, V<∞ ⊂
i˜∗H′ and with the sheaf i˜∗V>−∞ ∩ i∗V<∞ (here the intersection takes place in iˆ∗H′, where
iˆ : C∗ ↪→ P1), which is an algebraic vector bundle over C∗. We write W for its space of global
sections, then W is a free C[z, z−1]-module of rank μ. Denote for any α,β ∈ C the intersection
i˜∗V α ∩ i∗Vβ ∈ VBP1 of subsheaves of iˆ∗H′ by V αβ (and similarly V>αβ , V α<β etc.). For any α  β ,
we have the following exact sequence
0 −→ V>αα −→ V βα −→ V βα /V >αα −→ 0. (7.2)
Obviously, V>αα is semi-stable of weight −1, so that H 0(P1,V >αα ) = H 1(P1,V >αα ) = 0. This
implies that we have a canonical isomorphism from Wβα := H 0(P1,V βα ) to the skyscraper sheaf
V
β
α /V
>α
α (which we identify with V β/V >α). This isomorphism will be used implicitly many
times in the sequel. The restriction of P to W can be written as
P =
∑
k∈Z
P (k)zk :W ⊗ j∗W → C[z, z−1].
In particular, P (k) is (−1)w+k-symmetric and induces a pairing
P (k) :Wαα ⊗Wββ → δβ,k−αC (7.3)
which is non-degenerate for α + β = k. For any fixed α,β ∈ C with α  β and α + β = k, we
obtain a non-degenerate (−1)w+k-symmetric pairing
P (k) :Wαβ ⊗Wαβ −→ C (7.4)
which is the sum ∑
γ∈[α,β]
(
P (k) :Wγγ ⊗Wα+β−γα+β−γ −→ C
)
.
We choose α1 ∈ C satisfying the following conditions: e−2πiα1 is required to be an eigenvalue
of M and α1  w2 . Then we put αμ :=w − α1  w2  α1 and n := αμ − α1 0.
The classifying space we are going to consider in this section will represent a certain functor
of families of TERP-structures with trivial monodromy in parameter direction. We first define
this functor.
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′
R, ∇ , P , w, α1 from above, and
consider the Deligne extensions V α and V>α of H ′. Define the functor MH
∞
R ,S,M,w,α
BL (which
we denote usually by MBL if no confusion can occur) from the category of complex spaces to
the category of sets by
MBL(X) :=
{
(L, ϕ) ∣∣ L ∈ VBC∗×X, ϕ : i∗L ∼=−→ (p′)∗H ′, (z2ϕ∗∇z)L⊂ L,
ϕ∗P :L⊗ j∗L→ zwOC×X is non-degenerate,
L⊂ p∗V α1 as subsheaves of i∗i∗L= i∗ϕ−1
(
(p′)∗H ′
)}
here p :C ×X → C resp. p′ :C∗ ×X → C∗ are the projections and i :C∗ ×X ↪→ C ×X is the
inclusion. For any morphism f :Y → X of complex spaces and any element L ∈ MBL(X) we
set MBL(f )(L) := f ∗(L, ϕ).
One easily checks that this is a functor which has the property of being a sheaf for the classical
topology. Notice also that by definition, for any X, and any (L, ϕ) ∈ MBL(X), the sheaf L
underlies a family of TERP-structures on X in the sense of Definition 2.1. In order to study this
functor, we will compare it to some other functor which is easier to understand as it is simply a
closed subfunctor of some Grassmannian. We define it in several steps which corresponds to the
conditions imposed on the elements of MBL(X).
Definition–Lemma 7.2. Consider the fixed data H∞R , M , S, w, α1 from above as well as the
various Deligne extensions and the associated ( finite-dimensional) spaces Wαβ . Then Wα1αμ−1 is a
symplectic vector space with respect to the (class of the) anti-symmetric form P (w−1), we denote
this form by ω and write Wω := Wα1αμ−1 for short. In particular, the dimension dimC(Wω) is
even, and denoted by 2m. Moreover, define nilpotent endomorphisms
b := [z·],
a := [z2∇z]
}
∈ EndC
(
Wω
)= EndC(V α1/V >αμ−1).
For any complex space X, consider the OX-locally free sheaf WωX := Wω ⊗C OX of rank 2m.
(WωX,ω) is a symplectic bundle over X, with OX-linear operators a and b.
Let G(m,Wω) be the usual Grassmannian functor, seen as defined on the category of complex
spaces. More precisely, for any complex space X, let G(m,Wω)(X) be the set of rank m locally
free subsheaves G of WωX that are locally direct summands. Clearly, if f : Y →X is a morphism,
then G(m,Wω)(f )(G) := f ∗G. Consider the following closed subfunctors:
LG(Wω)(X) := {G ∈ G(m,Wω)(X) ∣∣ ω|G = 0},
LGb
(
Wω
)
(X) := {G ∈ LG(Wω)(X) ∣∣ b(G)⊂ G},
LGa,b
(
Wω
)
(X) := {G ∈ LGb(Wω)(X) ∣∣ a(G)⊂ G}.
These functors are represented by complex spaces G(m,Wω), Λ(Wω), Λb(Wω) and Λa,b(Wω),
respectively. The first two of these spaces are complex homogeneous, in particular, smooth, and
all of them have the structure of a projective variety.
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mula (7.4) by putting α := α1, β := αμ − 1 and k =w − 1. Moreover, both z· and z2∇z map V α
to V α+1 and especially leave V>αμ−1 invariant, therefore b and a are well defined and nilpotent.
Concerning the second part, first notice that again all of these functors are sheaves of sets
for the classical topology, hence, the universal property needs only to be checked locally. That
the classical Grassmannian G(m,Wω) represents the functor G(m,Wω) is well known. The sub-
space Λ(Wω) := {L ⊂ Wω | ω|L = 0 and dimC(L) = m} (sometimes called Lagrangian Grass-
mannian) represents LG(Wω) and it is known that it is complex homogeneous (in particular,
smooth projective). Finally, for any vector space Y and any endomorphism A ∈ EndC(Y ), the
subspace in G(l,Y ) of A-invariant l-dimensional subspaces is easily seen to be closed, hence,
the spaces Λb(Wω) := {L ∈ Λ(Wω) | b(L) ⊂ L} resp. Λa,b(Wω) := {L ∈ Λb(Wω) | a(L) ⊂ L}
are closed subvarieties of Λ(Wω) and represent LGb(Wω) resp. LGa,b(Wω). 
In order to make use of these simplified functors, we have to compare them to MBL which is
our primary object of interest. This is done by the following theorem.
Theorem 7.3. The natural transformation Φ :MBL −→ LGa,b(Wω) which sends (L, ϕ) ∈
MBL(X) to L/p∗V>αμ−1 ∈ LGa,b(Wω)(X) is an isomorphism of functors. Hence MBL is rep-
resented by Λa,b(Wω), which we denote by MBL.
Proof. First let us check that Φ is indeed well defined: We have that p∗V>αμ−1 is a subsheaf
of L by Lemma 2.8. Moreover, L/p∗V>αμ−1 ⊂ p∗(V α1/V >αμ−1) by definition, and the latter
sheaf is isomorphic to WωX . For any x ∈X, the proof of Lemma 2.8 shows also
L|C×{x} =
{
σ ∈ V>−∞ ∣∣ P (w−1)(L|C×{x}, σ )= 0}.
Therefore L|C×{x}/V >αμ−1 ⊂ V α1/V >αμ−1 is a Lagrangian subspace. With the lemma of
Nakayama one obtains that L/p∗V>αμ−1 is a rank m locally free subsheaf of WωX and is
locally a direct summand. Because of P (w−1)(L,L) = 0, it is an element of LG(Wω)(X). Fi-
nally, the b resp. a-invariance follows directly from the fact that L is an OC-module resp. from
(z2ϕ∗∇z)L⊂ L.
In order to show that Φ is an isomorphism, let us define an inverse. For any complex space X,
write π : p∗V α1  p∗(V α1/V >αμ−1) for the projection. Let G ∈ LGa,b(Wω)(X) be given, write
k :X ↪→ C ×X and consider L := π−1(k∗G). Then i∗L∼= i∗p∗V α1 = (p′)∗H ′, and this defines
the isomorphism ϕ : i∗L → (p′)∗H ′. Put Ψ (G) := (L, ϕ). We have to show that this gives an
element in MBL(X).
All the properties to be shown are local, hence we can restrict to the case where X = (X,x)
is a germ of a complex space. First, L|(C,0)×{x} is C{z}-free of rank μ, and a basis vx1 , . . . , vxμ
of it is also a C{z}[z−1]-basis of (V >−∞)0. Furthermore, one can choose m elements σxj ∈
L|(C,0)×{x} (j = 1, . . . ,m) such that they represent a basis of G|{x} = L|C×{x}/V >αμ−1. Any
sections v1, . . . , vμ ∈ L0 with vi |(C,0)×{x} = vxi are an OC×X,(0,x)[z−1]-basis of (p∗V>−∞)0 by
the lemma of Nakayama. Therefore they generate a free OC×X,(0,x)-module of rank μ called L′0.
Obviously L′0 ⊂ L0. In order to see the inverse inclusion L0 ⊂ L′0, consider m sections σj ∈ L′0
which extend the σxj . By the lemma of Nakayama they generate a rank m free submodule of
WωX,x which is a direct summand, and which is contained in G. Therefore it coincides with G,
and thus L′ ⊃ L0. This shows that L gives a vector bundle on C × (X,x).0
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most two along {0} ×X on L. What remains to be shown is that ϕ∗P has the correct pole order
properties on L. This will complete the proof, as Ψ is obviously an inverse for Φ . Consider ϕ∗P
as a pairing
ϕ∗P =
∑
k∈Z
P (k)zk : p∗V>−∞ ⊗ j∗p∗V>−∞ −→OC×X
[
z−1
]
.
This induces a pairing P :L⊗ j∗L→OC×X[z−1]. We have to show that P (w−k)(L,L) = 0 for
all k > 0 and that P (w) induces a non-degenerate pairing [P (w)] :L/zL⊗L/zL→OX . For the
first point, notice that we have P (w−1)(L,L) = 0 by construction, as ω|G = 0. Moreover, the
linearity of P implies P (w−k)(a, b) = Pw−1(zk−1a, b) for any two sections a, b ∈ L and k ∈ Z.
This gives the vanishing of P (w−k) on L for k > 0.
For the second point, consider the space Wα1−1αμ . Again by formula (7.4), we obtain a sym-
plectic form ω′ induced by the class of P (w−1) on Wα1−1αμ . The subspace G′ := G|{x} +Wαμ−1αμ =
(L/V>αμ)|{x} ⊂ Wα1−1αμ is again Lagrangian with respect to ω′. Now suppose that there is
a ∈ L|C×{x}\zL|C×{x} such that P (w)(a,L|C×{x}) = 0. Formula (7.4) shows that there exists
some a˜ ∈ Wα1αμ such that a − a˜ ∈ V>αμ ⊂ zL|C×{x} and P (w)(a˜,L) = 0. This implies z−1a˜ ∈
z−1L|C×{x}\L|C×{x} and ω′(z−1a˜,G′)= 0. The first property gives z−1a˜ /∈G′, the second prop-
erty and the maximal isotropy of G′ imply z−1a˜ ∈G′. This is a contradiction. Therefore P (w) is
non-degenerate on L|C×{x}/zL|C×{x} and thus also on L/zL. 
As a piece of notation, for any complex space X, we write |X| for the underlying topological
space, so that X = (|X|,OX) as ringed spaces. We will use this in particular for X = MBL,
notice that it can happen that MBL has a non-reduced structure, as shown by the first example
in Section 9.2. We also write L ∈ VBC×MBL for the universal sheaf of TERP-structures on MBL,
i.e., (L, ϕ) ∈MBL(MBL) is the image of idMBL under the isomorphism HomCplxSp(−,MBL) →
MBL. By the above construction, this universal sheaf is explicitly given as L= π−1(k∗G), where
G is the restriction of the tautological bundle on the Grassmannian G(m,Wω) to the closed
subspace MBL and π and k are as above for the special case X =MBL. In Section 8, we will also
need to consider the space Λb(Wω), then the same construction yields a universal sheaf L′ ∈
VBC×Λb(Wω) which has all properties of a family of TERP-structures, except that the connection
operator ∇z may have a pole order higher than two along {0} ×Λb(Wω).
The next lemma shows a case in which MBL has particularly simple structure.
Lemma 7.4. Suppose that n = αμ − α1 = 1. Then we have MBL ∼= Λb(Wω) ∼= Λ(Wω), MBL
is smooth in this case.
Proof. It follows from zV >αμ−2 = V>αμ−1 and (z2∇z)V >αμ−2 ⊂ V>αμ−1 that both b and a
vanish on V>αμ−2/V >αμ−1. The condition of the lemma implies that V α1 ⊂ V>αμ−2 so that b
and a vanish on Wω, which implies MBL =Λ(Wω). 
The next step is to understand the subspace of MBL of regular singular TERP-structures with
fixed spectral pairs Spp =∑α,l d(α, l) · (α, l) ∈ Z[C × Z]. We will define a subfunctor of MBL
of such families, and we will prove that it is represented by some complex subspace USpp of
MBL. It turns out that USpp is locally closed in MBL, and the spaces |USpp| form a stratification
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[14, Section 2].
The definition of the spectral pairs Spp(x) =∑α,l d(α, l)(x) for the regular singular TERP-
structure L|C×{x} for x ∈ |MBL| in Definition 2.7 can be rephrased as
d(α, l)(x)= dimC Gr
α
V L|x ∩Wl−(w−1)Wαα
GrαV zL|x ∩Wl−(w−1)Wαα + GrαV L|x ∩Wl−1−(w−1)Wαα
.
Here W• is the weight filtration of the nilpotent endomorphism Nz (the logarithm of the unipotent
part of the fixed automorphism M ∈ Aut(H∞R )) acting on Wαα , centered at 0.
We first define the functor USpp alluded to above. For any complex space X, we will use, as in
Definition 7.1, the pullbacks under p :C ×X → C resp. p′ :C∗ ×X → C of the flat bundle H ′
and of the Deligne extensions V α and V>α . For simplicity of the notations, we write Vα := p∗V α
and V>α := p∗V>α .
Definition 7.5. Fix the data H∞R , S, M , w as in Definition 7.1 and fix moreover a tuple Spp of
spectral pairs such that there is x ∈ |MBL| with Spp(x) = Spp. The functor UH
∞
R ,S,M,w,α1
Spp (USpp
for short) from the category of complex spaces to the category of sets is defined by
USpp(X) :=
{
(G, φ) ∈MBL(X)
∣∣∣ Spp(x)= Spp ∀x ∈X,
∀(α, l): Vα ∩ G, V>α ∩ G ∈ VBC×X, GrαV G ∈ VBX,
GrαV G ∩Wl−(w−1)Wαα ∈ VBX,
GrαV L∩Wl−(w−1)Wαα
GrαV zL∩Wl−(w−1)Wαα + GrαV L∩Wl−1−(w−1)Wαα
∈ VBX and its rank is d(α, l)
}
.
We have the following (not so surprising) statements about the functor USpp.
Theorem 7.6. Each stratum |USpp| is the set of points of a complex space USpp with the following
properties. It represents the functor USpp of families of TERP-structures with constant spectral
pairs in Definition 7.5, it carries a universal family, and the canonical map USpp → MBL is a
locally closed embedding.
Proof of Theorem 7.6. As for Grassmannians, MBL can be covered by open affine subspaces,
each related to a TERP-structure with a fixed basis, and each consisting of TERP-structures with
bases obtained by deforming the given basis. In fact, the choice of a basis could be reduced to
the choice of an opposite filtration in H∞, but here we stick to the more explicit bases.
We will first construct an affine chart of MBL together with its universal family. This will be
done without using the correspondence of Lemma 7.3, in other words, we will directly describe
the universal family of TERP-structures. Then an affine chart of USpp can easily be described as
closed subspace of this affine chart of MBL, and hence we obtain a universal family on USpp.
Write Spp =∑μj=1(βj , lj ) with α1  β1  · · · βμ  αμ. Choose x ∈ MBL with Spp(x) =
Spp. Choose an Ms -invariant common splitting of F •H∞ and W•H∞. Choose a basis b1, . . . , bμ
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means that
sj := zβj−
Nz
2πi bj ∈ GrβjV L|x ∩Wlj−(w−1)W
βj
βj
and that the classes of those sj with (βj , lj )= (α, l) form a basis of
GrαV L|x ∩Wl−(w−1)Wαα
GrαV zL|x ∩Wl−(w−1)Wαα + GrαV L|x ∩Wl−1−(w−1)Wαα
.
Now we define (finitely many) variables c(p)ij for i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,μ} and p ∈ N with βj − p  α1
and make the Ansatz
vi = si +
∑
j,p
c
(p)
ij · z−psj .
The requirement is that (v1, . . . , vμ) shall be a basis of the restriction of the universal family L
of MBL on a yet to be determined affine chart of MBL. This chart will be defined by the (analytic)
spectrum of the quotient of C[c(p)ij ] by the ideal generated by polynomial equations between the
c
(p)
ij which are defined by the properties of the pairing P and pole of order at most 2.
The pairing P gives the equations
0 = P (k)(vi, vj ) for 2α1 k w − 1
(P (k)(vi, vj )= 0 anyway for k < 2α1 because of (7.3)).
Remember that z2∇zsj = βj · zsj + −Nz2πi zsj and W
αj+1
αj+1 =
⊕
k,p: p∈Z,αk+p=αj+1 C · zpsk .
Using this, one finds unique coefficients γ (q)ij (q  0), δ
(r)
ij (r  1) ∈ C[c(p)ij ] with
z2∇zvi −
∑
j,q
γ
(q)
ij · zqvj =
∑
j,r
δ
(r)
ij · z−r sj .
This gives the equations
δ
(r)
ij = 0.
Now the affine chart of MBL we are looking for is Specan(C[c(p)ij ]/(P (k)(vi, vj ), δ(r)ij )) and
v1, . . . , vμ form a basis of the universal family L of TERP-structures on this chart.
Of course, x is in this chart, and the numbers c(p)ij (x) satisfy c
(p)
ij (x)= 0 for αj − p  αi , i.e.
vi |C×{x} − si ∈ V>αi .
The subfamily of TERP-structures with spectral pairs equal to Spp is simply obtained by the
additional equations
c
(p)
ij = 0 for αj − p < αi,
c
(p) = 0 for αj − p = αi and lj > li .ij
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One obtains a locally closed (but most often not closed) subspace USpp of MBL. The restriction
of L to USpp is the universal family of TERP-structures with fixed spectral pairs, and hence USpp
represents the functor USpp. 
The next result is more surprising than Theorem 7.6, and illustrates that the spaces DˇBL behave
better than an arbitrary stratum USpp.
Theorem 7.7. Suppose that the spectral pairs of a stratum USpp coincide with the spectral pairs
of a certain classifying space DˇBL. Then USpp = DˇBL as complex spaces, in particular, USpp is
reduced and smooth in this case.
Proof. The first part of the proof shows |USpp| = |DˇBL|, the second part discusses the complex
structures.
First part: Suppose that we are given two regular singular TERP-structures with the same
topological data and the same spectral pairs Spp, where one is a reference TERP-structure whose
filtration F˜ •0 (see Definition 2.7) is part of a PMHS, whereas the other one is arbitrary and induces
the filtration F˜ •. We have to show that the second TERP-structure is an element of the classifying
space DˇBL defined by the first one.
From the construction of DˇBL as a bundle over DˇPMHS [10] it follows that it is sufficient to
show that F˜ • lies in the classifying space DˇPMHS which contains F˜ •0 . The definition of DˇPMHS
was rewritten in [14, Lemma 2.5(i)]. We refer to the notations used in [14, Lemma 2.5(i)]. That
the conditions N(F˜ p)⊂ F˜ p−1 and those concerning S (for H∞=1 with w−1 instead of w, for H∞1
with w) hold is clear from the construction of F˜ •, see [14, Definition 2.3]. It remains to show
that for any eigenspace H∞λ , the conditions concerning N, F˜ • and the primitive part Pl ⊂ GrWl
hold, namely,
dim F˜ pPl = dim F˜ p0 Pl, F˜ pNjPl =Nj F˜ p+jPl, F˜ p GrWl =
⊕
j0
F˜ pNjPl+2j .
Notice that these conditions are closely related to the strictness of the powers of N .
Recall that the spectral pairs consist of finitely many sequences of pairs (α,w − 1 + k),
(α − 1,w − 1 + k − 2), . . . , (α− k,w− 1 − k). Each sequence corresponds to one Jordan block
of M . We can read off the dimensions dim GrWl and dimPl from the second entries of the spectral
pairs only.
To show the above conditions, we will work inductively. We fix λ, i.e. we consider only α with
e−2πiα = λ. Consider the set of sequences where −2 · α + (w − 1 + k) is minimal and choose a
sequence in this set where k is maximal. Then
0 = F˜ w−α GrWk H∞λ and 0 = F˜ w−α+1−j GrWk−2j for all j ∈ Z.
Choose an element v1 ∈ F˜ w−α GrWk H∞λ \{0}. Then also Nj(v1) ∈ GrWk−2j are non-vanishing
for j = 0,1, . . . , k. They must correspond to some spectral pairs where the second indices are
w−1+k−2j . But we know more, they actually correspond to the spectral pairs in the sequence
which starts with (α,w − 1 + k), this follows from N(F˜ p) ⊂ F˜ p−1 and from the vanishing
property from above. This gives strictness of the powers of N with respect to v1.
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quence of spectral pairs and consider the next one. We obtain in the quotients by the subspaces
C ·Nj(v1) an element v˜2 and images Nj(v˜2) which correspond to the next sequence of spectral
pairs. It is possible to lift v˜2 and all Nj v˜2 to elements v2 and Nj(v2) such that they still corre-
spond to the next sequence of spectral pairs. Here one has possibly to adjust a first lift of v˜2 by
a multiple of a suitable image Nj(v1). By induction, the strictness of all powers of N and the
equalities above concerning N , Pl and F˜ • can be proved.
Second part: We will show that the main work has actually already been done in [10,
Chapter 5] and [11, proof of Theorem 12.8]. In [10, Chapter 5], the fibers of the bundle
πBL : DˇBL → DˇPMHS are analyzed. This is done for Brieskorn lattices, but these are Fourier–
Laplace dual to TERP-structures, and everything in [10, Chapter 5] can easily be rewritten with
TERP-structures. In this language [10, Chapter 5] does the following.
For a fixed filtration F˜ •0 ∈ DˇPMHS families of TERP-structures inducing this filtration consid-
ered. An Ansatz is made as in the proof of Theorem 7.6 above to construct a universal family.
As F˜ •0 ∈ DˇPMHS, the sections sj can be chosen to have very good properties with respect to P ,
F˜ •0 and Nz. Then it is shown that the equations from P and z2∇z yield a smooth complex space
π−1BL (F˜ •0 ) isomorphic to CN1 for some N1 ∈ N. By construction it represents a functor of families
of TERP-structures with fixed filtration F˜ •0 , which is defined analogously to the functors USpp.
In [10, Chapter 2] the spaces DˇPMHS are constructed, but as homogeneous spaces, not as
spaces representing a functor of families of PMHS-like filtrations with fixed spectral pairs. In
particular, [10, Chapter 2] does not discuss local coordinates for the smooth spaces DˇPMHS.
Though this is done in [11, proof of Theorem 12.8]. It is easy to lift that discussion to a proof that
DˇPMHS with its smooth structure represents a functor of families of PMHS-like filtrations with
fixed spectral pairs.
One can combine the discussions in [10, Chapter 5] and [11, proof of Theorem 12.8] in the
following Ansatz similar to that in the proof of Theorem 7.6, in order to show that DˇBL represents
the functor USpp.
First choose si ∈Wβiβi as in [10, Chapter 5], fitting to F˜ •0 . Make the Ansatz
s˜i = si +
∑
j,p:p1,βj−p=βi
b
(p)
ij · z−psj
for the family of filtrations and the Ansatz (generalizing that in [10, Chapter 5])
vi = s˜i +
∑
j,p:p1,βj−p>βi
c
(p)
ij · z−ps˜j
for a basis of sections of a family of TERP-structures. The conditions for the vi from P and
z2∇z contain the analogous conditions for the s˜i , and by [13, Lemma 5.7] these are equivalent
to Nz(F˜ p) ⊂ F˜ p−1 and conditions for F˜ • from the pairing S from [13, formula (5.1)], alluded
to in Definition 2.3. Therefore, combining the discussions in [10, Chapter 5] and [11, proof of
Theorem 12.8], one obtains a smooth affine chart of DˇBL and a (restriction of (a)) universal
family on it. Consequently, DˇBL then represents the functor USpp. We leave the details to the
reader. 
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smooth. For any component of MredBL , there exists a tuple Spp of spectral pairs such that U redSpp
is the generic stratum. Then U redSpp is open in (this component of) MredBL , but USpp is not neces-
sarily open in MBL. Section 9.2 gives an example where the generic stratum is a space DˇBL and
where MBL is not smooth on |DˇBL| ⊂ |MBL|.
8. Hermitian metrics and GZ-action
In this section we define and study certain subspaces MppBL resp. Λ
pp
b (W
ω) of MBL resp.
Λb(W
ω) which we call pure polarized. This is reminiscent to the subspace DˇppBL of DˇBL con-
sidered in [14]. Using the twistor construction, we obtain positive definite hermitian metrics on
the tangent sheaves of these subspaces. The first main result of this section is that the induced
distances are complete. This is in sharp contrast to the distance on the space DˇppBL (see the ex-
ample in the end of Section 4 of [14]) and motivates the construction of the compact classifying
space MBL. In the second part, we study the action of a discrete group on MppBL under the condi-
tion that there is an M-invariant lattice in the vector space H∞R we started with. This will yield
quotients MppBL /GZ and (DˇBL ∩ MppBL )/GZ, which are well suited as targets of period maps of
variations of TERP-structures over non-simply-connected parameter spaces (see Section 9.5).
Let us first give the definition of the pure polarized parts of MBL and Λb(Wω). The universal
locally free OC×MBL -module L underlies a family of TERP-structures on MBL. The construction
in Definition 2.4 yields an extension to a real-analytic family of holomorphic P1-bundles, denoted
by L̂. Similarly, we obtain a locally free OP1CanΛb(Wω)-module L̂ ′ (remember that L′ was the
universal sheaf on C ×Λb(Wω) constructed in the same way as the sheaf L on C × MBL). For
each x ∈ |MBL| resp. x ∈ |Λb(Wω)|, the anti-linear involution τ acts on H 0(P1, L̂|P1×{x}) resp.
H 0(P1, L̂ ′|P1×{x}). It induces a hermitian form h(−,−) := z−wP (−, τ−) on these spaces (which
takes values in C).
Definition 8.1. Define the following subspaces of |MBL| resp. |Λb(Wω)|:∣∣MpureBL ∣∣ := {x ∈ |MBL| ∣∣ L̂|C×{x} ∼=OμP1},∣∣Λb(Wω)pure∣∣ := {x ∈ ∣∣Λb(Wω)∣∣ ∣∣ L̂ ′|C×{x} ∼=OμP1},∣∣MppBL ∣∣ := {x ∈ ∣∣MpureBL ∣∣ ∣∣ h is positive definite on H 0(P1, L̂|P1×{x})},∣∣Λppb (Wω)∣∣ := {x ∈ ∣∣∣∣Λb(Wω)∣∣pure∣∣ ∣∣ h is positive definite on H 0(P1, L̂ ′|P1×{x})}.
All of these subspaces are endowed with the canonical complex structures defined by the restric-
tion of OMBL resp. OΛb(Wω).
Lemma 8.2. MpureBL and Λb(Wω)pure are complements of real-analytic subvarieties, the pure
polarized parts MppBL and Λ
pp
b (W
ω) are unions of connected components of these complements,
and we have the following characterization of these subspaces:∣∣MpureBL ∣∣= {x ∈ |MBL| ∣∣ h is a non-degenerate on H 0(P1, L̂|P1×{x})}, (8.1)∣∣Λb(Wω)pure∣∣= {x ∈ ∣∣Λb(Wω)∣∣ ∣∣ h is a non-degenerate on H 0(P1, L̂ ′ 1 )}, (8.2)|P ×{x}
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Proof. As L̂ resp. L̂ ′ depend real-analytically on the parameters, and as triviality of vec-
tor bundles is an open condition, the first statement is clear. Eq. (8.1) follows directly from
Lemma 2.5(5), and the same argument also gives Eq. (8.2). The remaining Eqs. (8.3) and (8.4)
are then obvious. 
For fixed spectral pairs Spp, we recover the pure polarized part of DˇBL as DˇppBL =MppBL ∩ DˇBL.
We put Lsp := p∗L̂|P1×MppBL ∈ VB
an
M
pp
BL
resp. L′ sp := p′∗L̂′|P1×Λppb (Wω) ∈ VB
an
Λ
pp
b (W
ω)
, by definition
these sheaves come equipped with positive definite hermitian metrics defined by h.
Considering the tangent maps of the closed embeddings
MBL ↪→G
(
m,Wω
)
and Λb
(
Wω
)
↪→G(m,Wω)
gives inclusions
k∗ΘMBL ⊂ k∗HomOMBL
(G, (OMBL ⊗Wω)/G)
∼=HomOC×MBL
(L,Vα1/L)⊂HomOC×MBL (L, z−nL/L)
and similarly (k′)∗ΘΛb(Wω) ⊂ HomOC×Λb(Wω)(L′, z−nL′/L′), where k :MBL ↪→ C × MBL,
x → (0, x) resp. k′ :Λb(Wω) ↪→ C × Λb(Wω), x → (0, x). Moreover, we have splittings
k−1(OCCanMppBL ⊗ L) = L
sp ⊕ k−1(OCCanMppBL (zL)) resp. (k
′)−1(OCCanΛppb (Wω) ⊗ L
′) = L′ sp ⊕
(k′)−1(OCCanΛppb (Wω)(zL
′)) (these are equalities of Can
M
pp
BL
resp. Can
Λ
pp
b (W
ω)
-modules). This yields
Can
M
pp
BL
⊗ΘMppBL ⊂HomCanMppBL
(
Lsp,
n⊕
i=1
z−iLsp
)
resp.
Can
Λ
pp
b (W
ω)
⊗ΘΛppb (Wω) ⊂HomCanΛpp
b
(Wω)
(
L′ sp,
n⊕
i=1
z−iL′ sp
)
which defines positive definite hermitian metrics (both denoted by h) on ΘMppBL resp. ΘΛppb (Wω).
Here positive definite means that for any point x ∈ |MppBL | resp. x ∈ |Λppb (Wω)|, the induced
metrics on the fibers
ΘMppBL
/mxΘMppBL
resp. ΘΛppb (Wω)/mxΘΛppb (Wω),
i.e., on the Zariski tangent spaces of MppBL resp. Λ
pp
b (W
ω) at x, are positive definite. Consider
the linear spaces TMppBL resp. TΛppb (Wω) associated to ΘMppBL resp. ΘΛppb (Wω), which are the unions
of the Zariski tangent spaces at all points of |MppBL | resp. |Λppb (Wω)|. The hermitian metric h de-
fines length functions lh :TMppBL → R0 resp. lh : TΛppb (Wω) → R0. Following [21, Section 2.3],
these length functions define by integration of piecewise C1-curves distance functions, both de-
noted by dh on Mpp resp. Λpp(Wω). Notice that the fact that Mpp resp. Λpp(Wω) may beBL b BL b
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are contained in TMppBL resp. TΛppb (Wω). By definition, the distances dh are inner distances (see
[21], Proposition 1.1.8 and Chapter 2.3), so that they induce the standard topology of |MppBL |
resp. |Λppb (Wω)|. In particular, they are weakly complete, that is, for any point x ∈ |MppBL | resp.
x ∈ |Λppb (Wω)|, there is an ε ∈ R>0 such that the closed ball Bdhε (x) is compact in |MppBL | resp.
in |Λppb (Wω)|.
We are going to show that the distance dh on |Λppb (Wω)| is in fact strongly complete, that
is, that there is a uniform ε with this property. For this purpose, we will construct for any L ∈
|Λppb (Wω)| a metric embedding of |Λppb (Wω)| into a larger space |Λppb (WωL )| and show that all
|Λppb (WωL )| are isometric. This will prove that |Λppb (Wω)| is strongly complete. It follows that
|MppBL | is strongly complete, as it is a closed subspace of |Λppb (Wω)|. By standard arguments
(see [21, Proposition 1.1.9]), a strongly complete space is Cauchy complete, i.e., any Cauchy
sequence has a limit.
Consider, as before, the free C[z, z−1]-module W := H 0(P1, i˜∗V>−∞ ∩ i∗V<∞). The anti-
linear involution τ : H′ → γ ∗H′ extends to i˜∗V>−∞ ∩ i∗V<∞ and therefore defines an anti-
linear automorphism of W . As we already remarked in the last section, the pairing P is defined
on W . We obtain a pairing ŜW :W ×W → C[z, z−1] by putting ŜW (−,−) := z−wP (−, τ−). It
satisfies ŜW (a, b) = −ŜW (za, zb) = −ŜW (z−1a, z−1b). We write hW for the hermitian pairing
W × W → C defined by composing ŜW with the natural projection C[z, z−1] → C onto the
z0-component. For any L ∈ |Λppb (Wω)|, we write Lsp for the fiber of (L′)sp at the point L.
The purity of L̂ ′ on Λppb (Wω) gives that we have a decomposition W =
⊕
i∈Z ziLsp, which is
hW -orthogonal (notice that h equals ŜW and hW on Lsp).
Definition–Lemma 8.3. For L ∈ |Λppb (Wω)| put
WωL := z−nC[z]Lsp ∩ zn−1C
[
z−1
]
Lsp =
n−1⊕
k=−n
zkLsp
= z−n(L⊕W>αμ−1<∞ )∩ zn−1τ(L⊕W>αμ−1<∞ )⊂W.
Then Wω ⊂ WωL . P (w−1) is non-degenerate on WωL , and we write as before Λ(WωL ) for the La-
grangian Grassmannian of half-dimensional subspaces of WωL on which ω = [P (w−1)] vanishes.
Similarly to the situation considered before, we define∣∣Λb(WωL )∣∣ := {G ∈ ∣∣Λ(WωL )∣∣ ∣∣ b(G)⊂G}, (8.5)∣∣Λppb (WωL )∣∣ := {G ∈ ∣∣Λb(WωL )∣∣ ∣∣ hW is positive definite on Gsp}. (8.6)
Here Gsp := (G ⊕ znC[z]Lsp) ∩ τ(G ⊕ znC[z]Lsp) ⊂ W for any G ∈ |Λb(WωL )|. These
spaces are equipped with canonical complex structures, as they are defined as subspaces of
a Grassmannian. Again we have the universal sheaves G ∈ VBΛppb (WωL ) (where G|G = G),
K := (πL)−1(kL∗ G) ∈ VBC×Λppb (WωL ), where k
L :Λ
pp
b (W
ω
L ) ↪→ C ×Λppb (WωL ), x → (0, x),
πL : z−nOC×Λppb (Wω) ⊗L
sp
z−nOC×Λppb (Wω) ⊗L
sp
znOC×Λpp(Wω) ⊗Lsp
∼= k′∗
(
n−1⊕
OΛppb (Wω) ⊗ z
kLsp
)
,b k=−n
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Λ
pp
b (W
ω
L )
(with Ksp|G =Gsp). The latter sheaf comes equipped with a positive definite
hermitian metric, which induces a hermitian metric hL on the tangent sheaf ΘΛppb (WωL ). We write
dhL for the induced distance function on |Λppb (WωL )|.
Proof. The first statement simply follows from the fact that by construction, we have Wα1<∞ ⊂
z−nC[z]Lsp and, consequently, W>−∞αμ−1 ⊂ τ(z−n+1C[z]Lsp) = zn−1C[z−1]Lsp for any L ∈
Λ
pp
b (W
ω). Moreover, P (w) is non-degenerate on Lsp, so that P (w−1) : z−iLsp × zi−1Lsp → C is
non-degenerate and thus it induces a symplectic form on WωL .
Notice that by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 8.2 (that is, essentially by
Lemma 2.5(5)), the points of |Λppb (WωL )| parameterize those b-invariant subspaces G ∈ |Λ(WωL )|
such that Gsp defines an extension of G⊕ znC[z]Lsp to a trivial (algebraic) bundle over P1, on
which the pairing hW is positive definite.
The hermitian metric on the tangent sheaf of Λppb (W
ω
L ) is defined as before: From the defini-
tion of K we know that znOC×Λppb (Wω) ⊗ L
sp ⊂ K, hence z−nOC×Λppb (Wω) ⊗ L
sp ⊂ z−2nK (as
subsheaves of the OC×Λppb (WωL )[z
−1]-module V>−∞). This yields an inclusion
Can
Λ
pp
b (W
ω
L )
⊗ΘΛppb (WωL ) ⊂HomCanΛpp
b
(Wω
L
)
(
Ksp,
2n⊕
i=1
z−iKsp
)
which defines the hermitian metric on ΘΛppb (WωL ) (denoted by hL) by restriction. 
Lemma 8.4. Let L1,L2 ∈ |Λppb (Wω)|. Then there is an isomorphism A : Lsp1 → Lsp2 which in-
duces an isometry
ΦA :
(∣∣Λppb (WωL1)∣∣, dhL1 )−→ (∣∣Λppb (WωL2)∣∣, dhL2 ).
Proof. Choose bases w1 of Lsp1 and w2 of L
sp
2 such that τ(wi) = wi and z−wP (wtri ,wi) = 1μ
(i = 1,2) and define A by putting A(w1) := w2. From W =⊕i∈Z ziLsp we see that A can
be extended z-linearly to an automorphism of W which respects both P and τ and thus also
ŜW and hW . In particular, A(WωL1) ⊂ WωL2 , and as A∗ω = ω we obtain an induced map-
ping ΦA :Λb(WωL1)→Λb(WωL2). From A∗hW = hW we conclude that ΦA : Λ
pp
b (W
ω
L1
)
∼=→
Λ
pp
b (W
ω
L2
), and the definition of the hermitian metrics of these spaces gives that ΦA is an isom-
etry. 
Lemma 8.5. For any L ∈Λppb (Wω), there is a canonical closed embedding
iL :Λb
(
Wω
)
↪→Λb
(
WωL
)
which sends Λppb (Wω) to Λ
pp
b (W
ω
L ). Moreover i
∗
LhL = h and consequently i∗LdhL  dh.
Proof. We define iL(G) := (G⊕W>αμ−1<∞ )∩WωL . Then the image of iL is given as
Im(iL)=
{
G˜⊂Λb
(
Wω
) ∣∣Wω ∩W>αμ−1<∞ ⊂ G˜}L L
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iL(Λ
pp
b (W
ω)) ⊂ Λppb (WωL ) follows from the fact that (iL(G))sp = Gsp. Finally, for any ξ ∈
ΘΛppb (W
ω), we have
|ξ |h =
∣∣(iL)∗(ξ)∣∣hL
where (iL)∗ : ΘΛppb (Wω) ↪→ i
−1
L ΘΛppb (W
ω
L )
⊗OΛppb (Wω) is the tangent map. This follows directly
from the definition of the hermitian metrics h and hL: Consider the diagram
Can
Λ
pp
b (W
ω)
⊗ΘΛppb (Wω)
(iL)∗ Can
Λ
pp
b (W
ω)
⊗ i−1L ΘΛppb (WωL )
⊕n
i=1 HomCan
Λ
pp
b
(Wω)
(L′ sp, z−iL′ sp) g ⊕2ni=1(CanΛppb (Wω) ⊗ i−1L HomCanΛppb (WωL )(Ksp, z−iKsp))
then it follows from i−1L Ksp = L′ sp that g is simply defined by g(φ1, . . . , φn) := (φ1, . . . , φn,0,
. . . ,0). In particular, the two metrics induced from Ksp and L′ sp are compatible and therefore
i∗LhL = h. 
With all these preparations, we can state and prove the following theorem, which is the first
main result of this section.
Theorem 8.6. The distances dh on |Λppb (Wω)| and |MppBL | are strongly complete, and so are the
induced distances on the closed subspaces |USpp ∩MppBL | for any fixed spectral pairs Spp.
Proof. As MppBL and USpp ∩ MppBL are closed analytic subspaces of Λppb (Wω), it is sufficient to
prove the completeness of the latter. We have to show that there is an ε > 0 such that for any
L ∈ |Λppb (Wω)|, the closed ball Bdhε (L) ⊂ |Λppb (Wω)| is compact. Using the closed embedding
iL : Λppb (Wω) ↪→ Λppb (WωL ) and the estimate i∗LdhL  dh of Lemma 8.5, it will be sufficient
to show that there is a uniform ε, such that for each L ∈ |Λppb (Wω)|, B
dhL
ε (L) ⊂ |Λppb (WωL )|
is compact. For any L ∈ |Λppb (Wω)| there is an εL ∈ R>0 with this property (this is exactly
the property of being weakly complete, always satisfied for locally compact spaces), but by
Lemma 8.4 all spaces |Λppb (WωL )| are isometric, so that εL does not depend on L. 
Notice that the result applies in particular to the partial compactifications DˇBL ∩MppBL of the
pure polarized classifying spaces DˇppBL from [14].
In order to obtain a suitable target for period maps of variations of TERP-structures over non-
simply-connected parameter spaces, we have to study quotients of the classifying space MppBL by
certain discrete groups. First we consider the real Lie group GR := Aut(H∞R , S,M).
Lemma 8.7. GR acts on MBL, this action respects the strata USpp and their closures USpp. It
acts by isometries on Mpp and on the intersection USpp ∩Mpp , in particular, on DˇBL ∩Mpp .BL BL BL
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isomorphism H∞ es→ Wββ+1 given by es =
∑
α∈[β,β+1) esα , where esα : H∞λ → Wαα is defined
by A → zα Id− N2πi A, here e−2πiα = λ. Then GR ⊂ Aut(H∞) acts on any Wββ+1, and thus on W =⊕
k∈Z zkW
β
β+1 and on Wω = Wα1αμ−1. This action commutes with the endomorphisms b and a.
As GR respects the bilinear form S, the action on Wω respects the pairing P and the symplectic
form ω, which yields an action on Λ(Wω). It induces an action on MBL and an equivariant action
on the universal sheaf L. We see that the V -filtration is stable under GR, so that the spectral
numbers do not change under this action (neither do the spectral pairs, as GR respects M and
thus N ), which gives that GR(USpp) ⊂ USpp. Moreover, both the involution τ and the pairing P
are respected by GR, so that we obtain finally an action on MppBL and a compatible action on Lsp.
The hermitian form h is GR-equivariant, and so is the induced form on CanMppBL ⊗ΘMppBL . From this
we conclude that GR ⊂ Isom(|MppBL |, dh) and GR ⊂ Isom(|USpp ∩MBL|, dh). 
From now on and until the end of this section, we make the following additional assump-
tion which is virtually always satisfied for variations of TERP-structures defined by families
of geometric objects: There is a lattice H∞Z ⊂ H∞R such that M ∈ Aut(H∞Z ). Then we put
GZ := Aut(H∞Z , S,M). In this situation, we have the following result.
Theorem 8.8. GZ acts properly discontinuously on MppBL and on USpp∩MppBL so that the quotients
M
pp
BL /GZ and (USpp ∩MppBL )/GZ have the structure of complex spaces (this holds in particular
for the spaces DˇBL ∩MppBL ). MppBL /GZ resp. (USpp ∩MppBL )/GZ are normal if MppBL resp. USpp ∩
M
pp
BL are smooth.
Before entering into the proof of this theorem, we state and show the following simple fact.
Lemma 8.9. Consider the free C[z, z−1]-module W , and let v(1) and v(2) be two bases of W
such that v(i)j ∈ Wα1αμ for i ∈ {1,2} and all j ∈ {1, . . . ,μ}. Then the base change matrix between
v(1) and v(2), i.e. the matrix M ∈ Gl(μ,C[z, z−1]) satisfying v(2) = v(1)M can be written as
M =∑nμi=−nμM(k)zk , where M(k) ∈M(μ×μ,C).
Proof. Choose a C[z, z−1]-basis v(0) ∈ (Wα1α1+1)μ of W , then we have matrices Mi ∈
Gl(μ,C[z, z−1]), (i = 1,2) with coefficients in C[z]n such that v(i) = v(0) · Mi . This im-
plies that det(Mi) = czk for some c ∈ C∗ and k ∈ {0, . . . ,μ · n}. It follows that the coefficients
of M−11 are in
⊕
k∈Z∩[−μ·n,μ·(n−1)] Czk and the assertion of the lemma is a consequence of
v(2) = v(1) ·M−11 ·M2. 
Proof of the theorem. We fix once and for all a basis A of H∞Z which realizes GZ resp. GR as
subgroups of Gl(μ,Z) resp. Gl(μ,R). We will show the following fact which implies that GZ
acts properly discontinuously: For any compact set K ⊂ |MppBL | the set{
a ∈GZ
∣∣ a(K)∩K = ∅}
is finite. As GZ is a discrete subgroup of GR, it is equivalent to show that the set{
a ∈GR
∣∣ a(K)∩K = ∅}
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with a(K) ∩ K = ∅ and all i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,μ} we have |amatij |  R, where amat ∈ Gl(μ,R) is the
matrix of the automorphism a with respect to the fixed basis A. We denote by s = (s1, . . . , sμ) ∈
W
α1
α1+1 the basis which corresponds to A under the isomorphism es. Then for any a ∈ GR, the
induced action on Wα1α1+1 is simply given by s → s · amat.
Consider the hermitian bundle Lsp ∈ VBan
M
pp
BL
and denote by ULsp the total space of its associ-
ated bundle of h-orthonormal frames. The projection π :ULsp →MppBL is proper (with fibers iso-
morphic to U(μ)). It follows that π−1(K) is compact. Now we fix any element v(0) ∈ π−1(K),
and write v(0) = s · Γ for some Γ ∈ Gl(μ,C[z, z−1]). Let v(1), v(2) ∈ π−1(K) such that there is
a ∈ GR with a(v(1)) = v(2). Then by Lemma 8.9 there exist matrices M(1) =∑μnk=−μnM(1)k zk
and M(2) =∑μnk=−μnM(2)k zk such that v(0) = v(1)M(1) and v(2) = v(0)M(2). This yields
amat = Γ ·M(2) ·M(1) · Γ −1 ∈ Gl(μ,R).
The coefficients of the matrices M(i)k are bounded by the compactness of π−1(K), this implies
that the coefficients of amat are bounded by some positive real number R, as required.
It is obvious from the proof of the last lemma that the action of GZ on MBL respects USpp, so
that it acts properly discontinuously on USpp ∩MppBL . 
9. Examples and applications
In this final section we first discuss in some detail the geometry of several examples of the
classifying space MBL or of MredBL . This illustrates the behavior of the families of TERP-structures
at boundary points, in particular the jumping of the spectral pairs. At this point it seems rather
unclear which kind of varieties can appear as these classifying spaces. We calculate in particular
the limit TERP-structures on the boundary strata, and discuss the t t∗-geometry as well as the
relation to the classifying spaces DˇBL. In most of the examples we care only about MredBL . Only
in the first example in Section 9.2 we care about MBL and indeed find MBL = MredBL . Finally, we
use all the results proved so far to give some applications for the study of period maps associated
to variations of regular singular TERP-structures.
9.1. Smooth compactifications
In this first example the compact classifying space MBL (with its canonical complex structure)
is smooth, namely, it is the whole Lagrangian Grassmannian (see Lemma 7.4). Consider the
following initial data: H∞R :=
⊕4
i=1 RBi , A1 := B1 + iB4, A2 := B2 + iB3, A1 =A4, A2 =A3,
M(Ai) := e−2πiαiAi , where we choose α1 and α2 with −1 < α1 < α2 < − 12 and α3 = −α2,
α4 = −α1. Moreover, we put w = 0 and
S
(
B tr,B
) :=
⎛⎜⎝
0 0 0 −γ1
0 0 −γ2 0
0 γ2 0 0
⎞⎟⎠
γ1 0 0 0
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S(A2,A3) = 2iγ2). Let si := zαiAi then the relation between the pairing S and the pairing P as
expressed by [13, formulas (5.4) and (5.5)] yields that
P
(
str, s
) :=
⎛⎜⎝
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎠ .
We define H :=⊕4i=1OC4vi , where
v1 := s1 + rz−1s3 + qz−1s4; v2 := s2 + pz−1s3 + rz−1s4;
v3 := s3; v4 := s4.
Then (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) is a variation of TERP-structures of weight zero on C3 with constant
spectrum Sp = (α1, . . . , α4). It is in fact the universal family of the classifying space DˇBL
associated to the initial data (H∞,H∞R , S,M,Sp). The induced (constant) filtration (recall Def-
inition 2.7) is
{0} = F 1  F 0 := CA1 ⊕ CA2  F−1 =H∞
from which one checks that (H∞,H∞R , S,F •) is a pure polarized Hodge structure of weight −1.
Thus DˇPMHS = DPMHS = {pt} and DˇBL = DBL in this case. The situation is visualized in the
following diagram, where each column represents a space generated by elementary sections (that
is, a space isomorphic to Wαα ∼= V α/V >α).

CA1
CA2
CA3
CA4
−1 − 12 0 12 1
α1 α1+1α2 α2+1α3−1 α3α4−1 α4




s1
s2
v1 v2




p
r
r
q








s3
s4
v3
v4
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Lemma 7.4 that MBL = Λ(Wα1α4−1, [P (−1)]), where [P (−1)] = [z−1s4]∗ ∧ [s1]∗ + [z−1s3]∗ ∧
[s2]∗ ∈∧2(Wα1α4−1)∗. Using the Plücker embedding, one checks that this Lagrangian Grassman-
nian is a hyperplane section of the Plücker quadric in P5, i.e., a smooth quadric in P4. Such a
smooth quadric is isomorphic neither to P3 nor to P1 ×P2. It is also clear that MBL is indeed the
closure of the three-dimensional affine classifying space DˇBL considered above. The stratification
of the boundary of MBL is as follows: MBL\DˇBL = USp2 where Sp2 = (α1, α3 − 1, α2 + 1, α4),
USp2\USp2 =USp1 , where Sp1 = (α2, α4 −1, α1 +1, α3) and USp1\USp1 =USp0 =USp0 = {pt},
where Sp0 = (α3 − 1, α4 − 1, α1 + 1, α2 + 1). In all cases we have dim(USpi )= i.
Let us describe these strata with some more details: We have USp2 ∼= C2 = SpecC[x, y],
namely, the universal family is H(2) =⊕4i=1 OC3v(2)i where
v
(2)
1 := s1 − xs2 + yz−1s4; v(2)2 := z−1s3 + xz−1s4;
v
(2)
3 := zs2; v(2)4 := s4.
This is shown in the following diagram.

CA1
CA2
CA3
CA4
−1 − 12 0 12 1
α1 α1+1α2 α2+1α3−1 α3α4−1 α4




s1
s2 −x
z−1s3
v
(2)
2
v
(2)
1
z−1s4
 y
x






zs2
s4
v
(2)
3
v
(2)
4
The induced filtration F • has changed, it is now given by
{0} = F 1  F 0 := CA1 ⊕ CA3  F−1 =H∞.
One checks that this is still a pure Hodge structure of weight −1 on H∞, but the Hodge metric
has signature (+,−,−,+).
The compactification USp2 can be calculated in a rather direct way. Namely, we take the basis
v˜(2) of the restriction H(2) , given by|x =0
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(2)
1 := x−1v(2)1 − y · x−2 · v(2)2 = x−1s1 − s2 − yx−2z−1s3,
v˜
(2)
2 := x−1v(2)2 = x−1z−1s3 + z−1s4,
v˜
(2)
3 := zv(2)1 + xv(2)3 − yv(2)4 = zs1,
v˜
(2)
4 := zv(2)2 − xv(2)4 = s3.
For a fixed parameter w ∈ C, consider the restriction H(2)|y−wx2=0,x =0 which has a basis
(
v˜
(2)
1 , v˜
(2)
2 , v˜
(2)
3 , v˜
(2)
4
)
|y−wx2=0,x =0 =
(
x−1s1 − s2 −wz−1s3, x−1z−1s3 + z−1s4, zs1, s3
)
.
This family extends to x = ∞, namely
lim
x→∞H
(2)
|y−wx2=0,x =0 =OC
(
s2 +wz−1s3
)⊕OCz−1s4 ⊕OCzs1 ⊕OCs3.
These extensions are pairwise non-isomorphic for different parameters w, so that the closure
USp2 is isomorphic to P(1,1,2)= ProjC[X,Y,Z], where deg(X)= 1, deg(Y )= 1 and deg(Z)=
2 and where the embedding into the compactification is given by
USp2 ↪→ USp2 ⊂MBL,
(x, y) −→ (1, x, y)= (X,Y,Z).
An explicit calculation using the Plücker embedding
Gr
(
2,Wω
)∼= V (AF −BE +CD) ↪→ ProjC[A,B,C,D,E,F ] = Proj Sym•(Λ2(Wω))
shows that USp2 is the variety V (AF − BE + CD,D + C,A) ⊂ P5, which gives again that
USp2
∼= P(1,1,2).
It follows that the boundary USp2\USp2 is isomorphic to P(1,2) ∼= P1. In particular, the in-
terior USp1 of this boundary is isomorphic to C, with the universal family given by H(1) =⊕4
i=1 OC2v(1)i
v
(1)
1 := s2 +wz−1s3; v(1)2 := z−1s4; v(1)3 := zs1; v(1)4 := s3.
This situation looks as follows.
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CA1
CA2
CA3
CA4
−1 − 12 0 12 1
α1 α1+1α2 α2+1α3−1 α3α4−1 α4
s2
v
(1)
1
z−1s3 w
v
(1)
2z
−1s4
zs1 v(1)3
  


s3 v(1)4
Now the filtration is
{0} = F 1  F 0 := CA2 ⊕ CA4  F−1 =H∞
which is again pure of weight −1 but not polarized, the hermitian form has signature
(−,+,+,−).
Finally, the stratum USp0 = {limw→∞H(1)} is the single TERP-structureH(0) =
⊕4
i=1 OCv(0)i
where
v
(0)
1 := z−1s3; v(0)2 := z−1s4; v(0)3 := zs1; v(0)4 := zs2
and the associated filtration is given by
{0} = F 1  F 0 := CA3 ⊕ CA4  F−1 =H∞
which is pure of weight −1, and the hermitian form is negative definite.
The following is a brief description of the t t∗-geometry on the different strata USpi . The
simplest one is the zero-dimensional stratum USp0 : Its single TERP-structure is generated by
elementary sections, and we see that it is pure but not polarized, the hermitian form h on Ĥ(0) is
equal to the Hodge metric on H∞, which is negative definite.
The universal family H(1) on USp1 is actually a sum of two TERP-structures, namely the one
generated by v(1)1 and v
(1)
4 and the one generated by v
(1)
2 and v
(1)
3 . The latter is generated by
elementary sections and is pure but with negative definite hermitian metric on the space of global
sections, the former is pure outside the hypersurface |w| = 1 and polarized for |w|< 1. The two-
dimensional family H(2) is pure outside the real-analytic hypersurface D = {|y| = |x|2 + 1}, we
have(
p∗Ĥ(2)
) =OP1CanU \Dv(2)1 ⊕OP1CanU \Dv(2)2 ⊕OP1CanU \Dτv(2)1 ⊕OP1CanU \Dτv(2)2 ,|USp2\D Sp2 Sp2 Sp2 Sp2
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{|y|> |x|2 + 1}. The following picture visualizes the situation.


|x|
|y|
|y|=|x|2+1
boundary USp1∼=P(1,2)



USp0


|w|=1


w=0+−+−
−−−−
From these observations we see that the pure polarized part MppBL is contained inside the
generic stratum DˇBL of MBL and then it follows that it must be relatively compact in DˇBL,
for otherwise Theorem 3.7 would give that there is a pure polarized point in the boundary
MBL\DˇBL =USp2 (note that for any curve approaching a boundary point through DˇppBL , the limit
is necessarily a pure polarized TERP-structure, as the corresponding monodromy is reduced to
the identity so that the weight filtration W• appearing in Theorem 3.7 is trivial). Moreover, the
fact that the filtration F • = ({0} = F 1  F 0 = CA1 ⊕ CA2  F−1 = H∞) gives rise to a PHS
shows that MppBL is non-empty, as it contains the origin r = p = q = 0 in DˇBL ∼= C3 ⊂MBL.
In the second example of this subsection, the compactification MredBL is also smooth although
n= αμ−α1> 1 (here we consider only MredBL , not MBL). Let H∞R := RB1 ⊕RB2, S(B tr,B)=( 0 −π2
π2 0
)
. A reference Hodge structure of weight one is given by
{0} = F 3  F 20 = CA= F 10 = F 00  F−10 :=H∞
where A := B1 + iB2. Indeed, we have F 20 ⊕ F 00 = F 10 ⊕ F 10 = F 00 ⊕ F 20 = H∞
and i2−(1−2)S(A,A) = −iS(A,A) = 2S(B2,B1) > 0 (note that the isotropy condition
S(Fp,F 2−p)= 0 is automatically satisfied as S is symplectic). The classifying spaces DPMHS 
DˇPMHS are well known (see, e.g., [33, §5]): DˇPMHS ∼= P1 and DPMHS = H. A point (x : y) ∈ P1
corresponds to the filtration given by F 2 := C(xB1 + yB2), so that F •0 = (1 : i) ∈ H ⊂ P1. The
complement DˇPMHS\DPMHS is the union H ∪ P1R ⊂ P1, where the points of the real projective
line are non-pure Hodge filtrations, whereas the points in H are pure but the Hodge metric
h := −iS(·, ·)|H 2,−1×H 2,−1 ⊕ iS(·, ·)|H−1,2×H−1,2 is negative definite. The pairing P is given by
P(si, sj )= (−1)j+1zδi+j,3, where s1 := z1/2A and s2 := z1/2A.
We put w = 2 and α = − 12 , then the classifying space DˇBL associated to the spectrum
(α1, α2) = (− 12 , 52 ) is the total space V(E) of a line bundle E over DˇPMHS, the universal fam-
ily over a fiber πˇ−1(F •)∼= SpecC[r] of the projection πˇBL : DˇBL → DˇPMHS is given byBL
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[
z−1/2A1 + rz3/2A2︸ ︷︷ ︸
v1
]⊕OC2 z5/2A2︸ ︷︷ ︸
v2
,
where F • = ({0}  F 2 = CA1 = F 0  F−1 = CA1 ⊕CA2 =H∞). For any such family, letting
r tend to infinity yields the limit structure G :=Hr→∞ =OCg1 ⊕OCg2, where g1 = z1/2A1 and
g2 = z3/2A2. The stratum at infinity is U( 12 , 32 ) ∼= P
1
, which shows that DˇBL is compactified to
MredBL along the fibers of πˇBL, so that it must be a Hirzebruch surface Σk := Proj(OP1(k)⊕OP1),
where k = deg(E). The following picture shows the situation.

CA1
CA2



 


v1
v2r
g1
g2
− 12 12 32 52
The degree of E is calculated as follows: Let (x : y) be homogeneous coordinates on
DˇBL ∼= P1, denote by C0 = SpecC[y] resp. C∞ = SpecC[x] the standard charts of P1 at zero
and infinity, and write C˜0 := C×C0 resp. C˜∞ := C×C∞. Then DˇBL = C˜0 ∪C×C∗ C˜∞, and the
restrictions of the universal family to the charts are
H0 :=H|C×C˜0 :=OC×C˜0
[
z−1/2(A+ yA)+ r0z3/2A
]⊕OC×C˜0z5/2A,
H∞ :=H|C×C˜∞ :=OC×C˜∞
[
z−1/2(xA+A)+ r∞z3/2A
]⊕OC×C˜∞z5/2A.
On the intersection C˜∗ := C˜0 ∩ C˜∞, we have (H0)|C×C˜∗ = OC×C˜∗ [z−1/2(y−1A + A) +
y−1r0z3/2A ] ⊕ OC×C˜∗z5/2A, which is equal to (H∞)|C×C˜∗ iff r∞ = −r0x2: write v1 :=
z−1/2(y−1A+A)+ y−1r0z3/2A and v2 := z5/2A, then
(H0)|C×C˜∗ = OC×C˜∗
[
v1
(
1 − z2r0y−1
)+ r20y−2zv2]⊕OC×C˜∗z5/2A
= OC×C˜∗
[
z−1/2(xA+A)− (r0x2)z3/2A]⊕OC×C˜∗z5/2A. (9.1)
We obtain the following result.
Proposition 9.1. The classifying space MredBL associated to the above topological data and the
spectral range α1 = − 12 , w = 2 is the Hirzebruch surface Σ2.
We also describe the t t∗-geometry on MredBL : On the chart SpecC[r0, y], the locus where Ĥ
is non-pure is the real-analytic hypersurface given by (1 − |y|2)(|r0|2 − (1 − |y|2)2) = 0, the
complement has four connected components, on two of them Ĥ is polarized, on the other two
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thickened lines represent the pure polarized limit TERP-structures G.


|y|
|r0|
|y|=1
++
−− ++
−−
9.2. Weighted projective spaces
We already encountered a weighted projective space as the compactification of a (non-
maximal) stratum in a space MredBL which was itself smooth. In the following two examples
the whole compactification MredBL will be isomorphic to some weighted projective spaces. After
Lemma 9.2, which will conclude the discussion of MredBL and the variation of twistor structures of
the first example, we will come to MBL and find MBL =MredBL .
Consider a three-dimensional real vector space H∞R , its complexification H∞ := H∞R ⊗ C,
choose a basis H∞ = ⊕3i=1 CAi such that A1 = A3, A2 ∈ H∞R . Choose a real number
α1 ∈ (−3/2,−1), put α2 := 0, α3 := −α1 and let M ∈ Aut(H∞C ) be given by M(A) = A ·
diag(λ1, λ2, λ3) where A := (A1,A2,A3) and λi := e−2πiαi (then M is actually an element
in Aut(H∞R )). Let (H ′,H ′R,∇) be the flat holomorphic bundle on C∗ × C2 with real flat sub-
bundle corresponding to (H∞,H∞R ,M), and put si := zαiAi ∈H′. Moreover, define the pairing
P :H′ ⊗ j∗H′ →OC∗×C2 by P(str, s) := (δi+j,4)i,j∈{1,...,3}.
Denote by r, t coordinates on C2, and define H :=⊕3i=1 OC3vi , where
v1 := s1 + rz−1s2 + r
2
2
z−2s3 + tz−1s3,
v2 := s2 + rz−1s3,
v3 := s3.
Let w := 0, then it can be checked by direct calculations that (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) is a variation
of regular singular TERP-structures on C2. Moreover, the Hodge filtration induced on H∞ is
constant in r and t and gives a sum of pure polarized Hodge structures of weights 0 and −1 on
H∞1 and H∞=1, namely, we have that
{0} = F 2  F 1 := CA1  F 0 := CA1 ⊕ CA2 = F−1  F−2 :=H∞.
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S
(
Atr,A
) := ( 0 0 γ0 1 0
−γ 0 0
)
,
where γ := −12πi Γ (α1 + 2)Γ (α3 − 1). In particular, we have for p = 1
ip−(−1−p)S(A1,A3)= (−1)iS(A1,A3)= Γ (α1 + 2)Γ (α3 − 1)2π > 0
and for p = 0
ip−(−p)S(A2,A2)= S(A2,A2) > 0
so that F • indeed induces a pure polarized Hodge structure of weight −1 on H∞=1 = CA1 ⊕CA2
and a pure polarized Hodge structure of weight 0 on H∞1 = CA2. This situation is shown in the
following diagram.

CA1
CA2
CA3
s1
  s2r
v1
v2
  
t
1
2 r
2 s3 v3


r
α1 −1 α3−2 α1+1 0 α3−1 α1+2 1 α3
It is clear that DPHS = DˇPHS = DPMHS = DˇPMHS = {∗} for the given topological data and that
the above family is indeed the universal family, in particular, DBL = DˇBL ∼= C2.
Let us describe the variation of twistors associated to this example. We have
τv1 := s3 + rzs2 + r
2
2
z2s1 + tzs1; τv2 := s2 + rzs1; τv3 := s1.
The family of twistors Ĥ is pure outside of the real-analytic hypersurface D := {(1 − ρ)4 = θ},
where ρ = 12 rr and θ = t t . Namely, write U1 := DˇBL\(D ∪ {ρ = 1}) and U2 := DˇBL\(D ∪ {θ =
0}), then DˇBL\D =U1 ∪U2. We have Ĥ|P1×U1 =
⊕3
i=1 OP1CanU1wi , where
w1 := s1 + rz−1s2 + r
2
2
z−2s3 −
1
2 r
2t
1 − (rr)2
zs1 + t
1 − (rr)2
z−1s3,4 4
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(
1 + 1
2
rr
)
s2 + rz−1s3,
w3 := t
1 − (rr)24
zs1 −
1
2 r
2t
1 − (rr)24
z−1s3 + r
2
2
z2s1 + rzs2 + s3 = τ(w1).
On the other hand, Ĥ|P1×U2 =
⊕3
i=1OP1CanU2w˜i , where
w˜1 := s1 + rz−1s2 + r
2
2
z−2s3 + tz−1s3 + tr
2
2t
(
r2
2
z2s1 + rzs2 + s3
)
,
w˜2 := rzs1 +
(
1 + 1
2
rr
)
s2 + rz−1s3,
w˜3 := tr
2
2t
(
s1 + rz−1s2 + r
2
2
z−2s3
)
+ tzs1 + r
2
2
z2s1 + rzs2 + s3 = τ(w˜1).
This shows that Ĥ is pure precisely outside D. The complement of D has three components. Ĥ is
polarized on two of them, those which contain {(r,0) | |r|<√2} and {(r,0) | |r|>√2}, respec-
tively. On the third component the metric on p∗Ĥ has signature (+,−,−). This is visualized in
the following picture.


ρ
θ
ρ=1
+++
+−−
+++
We are going to compute the compact space MredBL as in Section 9.1. First note that we have
H|r =0 =⊕3i=1 OC×C∗×Cv˜i , where
v˜1 := r−2
(
v1 − t
r
v2 + 2 t
r
v˜2
)
= r−2(s1 + rz−1s2)+ 12z−2s3 + 2 tr4 zs1,
v˜2 := r−1
(
zv1 − r2v2 − tv3
)
= r−1zs1 + 12 s2,
v˜3 := z2v1 − rzv2 + r
2
v3 − tzv3 = z2s1.2
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L(u) =⊕3i=1 OC×C∗w˜i , where
w˜1 := r−2
(
s1 + rz−1s2
)+ 1
2
z−2s3 + 2uzs1,
w˜2 := r−1zs1 + 12 s2,
w˜3 := z2s1.
It is clear that this basis defines an extension of L(u) to a locally free OC×(P1\{0})-module, its
fiber at r = ∞ is given by OC(z−2s3 + 4uzs1) ⊕ OCs2 ⊕ OCz2s1. These extensions are non-
isomorphic for any two u1 = u2, which shows the following result.
Lemma 9.2. The space MredBL for the initial data from above is the weighted projective space
P(1,1,4), where the embedding DˇBL ↪→ P(1,1,4)= ProjC[X,Y,Z] is given by X := r , Y := 1,
Z := t (here deg(X) = 1, deg(Y ) = 1, deg(Z) = 4). The only singular point of P(1,1,4) is
(0 : 0 : 1). In particular, (MppBL )red is smooth in this case.
Proof. The only thing to show is that in this case MredBL is indeed the closure of the above
classifying space DBL = C2. This follows from the fact that the only possible spectral num-
bers for the range [α1, αμ] are (α1, α2, α3), (α3 − 2, α2, α1 + 2) and (α1 + 1, α2, α3 − 1).
The respective strata are U(α1,α2,α3) = DBL = SpecC[r, t], U(α3−2,α2,α1+2) = SpecC[u] and
U(α1+1,α2,α3−1) = (0 : 0 : 1) ∈ P(1,1,4) which are all the possible strata in P(1,1,4). 
We will determine precisely the part of MBL underlying the affine chart of MredBL ∼= P(1,1,4)
with coordinates (r, t) and make remarks about the other two standard charts. We follow the
Ansatz in the proof of Theorem 7.6. A priori here we need nine coordinates in the Ansatz,
v1 = s1 + r · z−1s2 + r2 · z−2s3 + t · z−1s3,
v2 = s2 + ε · z−1s2 + r3 · z−2s3 + r4 · z−1s3,
v3 = s3 + r5 · z−1s2 + r6 · z−2s3 + r7 · z−1s3.
The pairing P gives the following seven equations,
0 = P (w−2)(v1, v3)= r6,
0 = P (w−1)(v2, v3)= −r5,
0 = P (w−1)(v1, v3)= −r7,
0 = P (w−2)(v1, v2)= r3,
0 = P (w−1)(v1, v2)= r − r4,
0 = P (w−2)(v2, v2)= −ε2,
0 = P (w−2)(v1, v1)= 2r2 − r2.
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r6 = r5 = r7 = r3 = 0, r4 = r, r2 = r
2
2
, ε2 = 0,
v1 = s1 + r · z−1s2 + r
2
2
· z−2s3 + t · z−1s3,
v2 = s2 + ε · z−1s2 + r · z−1s3,
v3 = s3.
The pole of order 2 gives nothing from v2 and v3, but one equation from v1:
z2∇zv3 = α3 · zv3,
z2∇zv2 = −ε · zs2 = −ε · zv2,
z2∇zv1 = α1 · zs1 + (−1)r · s2 + (α3 − 2) r
2
2
· z−1s3 + (α3 − 1)t · s3
= α1 · zv1 + (−1 − α1)r · v2 + (α3 − 1)t · v3 + (1 + α1)r · ε ·
(
z−1s2 + r · z−2s3
)
,
thus r · ε = 0.
We recover the variation of TERP-structures in (r, t), but additionally there is an obstructed
deformation on the line {r = 0} with the parameter ε with ε2 = 0 and r · ε = 0. Obviously it does
not preserve the spectrum.
On the affine chart with coordinates (r˜, t) = ( 1
r
, t) one finds exactly the same behavior, on
the line {r˜ = 0} there is an obstructed deformation with a parameter ε˜ with ε˜2 = 0 and r˜ · ε˜ = 0.
On the affine chart around (0 : 0 : 1) ∈ P(1,1,4) ∼= MredBL one obtains with some more work six
coordinates and nine quadratic equations. The Zariski tangent spaces at (0 : 0 : 1) satisfy
dimT(0:0:1)MBL = 6 > 5 = dimT(0:0:1)MredBL ,
so also at (0 : 0 : 1) the canonical and the reduced complex structure differ.
The next example also gives the weighted projective space P(1,1,4) as the final result, but in
a completely different way, namely, the classifying space DˇBL of the generic spectrum is a line
bundle over P1 of weight 4, and the compactification MredBL is obtained by adding a single point.
Let H∞R :=
⊕3
i=1 RBi , S(B tr,B)= diag( 12 ,1, 12 ), A1 := (B1 + iB3),A2 := B2,A3 := (B1 −
iB3), α1 := −1 and w = 0. Define F •0 by
{0} = F 20  F 10 := CA1  F 00 := CA1 ⊕ CA2  F−10 =H∞.
Then (H∞,H∞R , S,F •) is a pure Hodge structure of weight zero, however, the Hodge metric
h := −S(·, ·)|H 1,−10 ×H 1,−10 ⊕ S(·, ·)|H 0,00 ×H 0,00 ⊕−S(·, ·)|H−1,10 ×H−1,10
(where Hp,−p0 = Fp0 ∩ F−p0 ) has signature (1,2). Consider the classifying space DˇPMHS of all
filtrations F • on H∞ satisfying S(Fp,F 1−p) = 0 and having the same Hodge numbers as F •.0
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ment of F 1 in H∞. It follows that F 1 must satisfy the isotropy condition S(F 1,F 1) = 0. This
is the defining equation for a plane quadric Q ⊂ V (a2 + c2 + 2b2) ⊂ ProjC[a, b, c] = Gr(1,3),
where each point defines F 1 := CA˜1 := C(aB1 +bB2 + cB3), F 0 := (F 1)⊥,S . We conclude that
DˇPMHS ∼=Q. The equation a2 + c2 +2b2 = 0 has no real solutions other than (0,0,0), so that for
any F 1 ∈ Q, (F 1)⊥,S ∩ F 1 = {0}. This means that ({0}  F 1  F 0 := (F 1)⊥,S  F−1 = H∞)
is pure with signature (1,2). Thus in this case ∅ = DPMHS  DˇPMHS =Q∼= P1.
Consider the classifying space DˇBL associated to these given initial data. The fibration DˇBL →
DˇPMHS has one-dimensional affine fibers with a C∗-action, hence it is again the total space V(E)
of a line bundle E on P1: For fixed F • = ({0}  F 1 := CA˜1  F 0 = CA˜1 ⊕ CA˜2  H∞) in
DˇPMHS, the fiber πˇ−1BL (F •) is given by H :=
⊕3
i=1 OC2vi , where
v1 = s1 + rz−1s3; v2 = s2; v3 = s3
and s1 := z−1A˜1, s1 := A˜2 and s3 := zA˜1. If r tends to infinity, we have limr→∞H =⊕3
i=1 OCAi . The diagram for this situation is as follows:

CA1
CA2
CA3






s1
v1
s2 v2
s3 v3r
−1 0 1
Lemma 9.3. The space MredBL for the topological data (H∞,H∞R , S,M = id, α1 = −1,w = 0)from above is the blow-down of the ∞-section of the Hirzebruch surface Σ4 = Proj(OP1(4) ⊕
OP1), i.e., it is isomorphic to the weighted projective space P(1,1,4).
Proof. The degree of E is seen to be four by a calculation similar (although more complicated)
to Eq. (9.1), where the biregular parametrization
P1 −→Q,
(x : y) −→ (x2 + y2 : i√2xy : i(y2 − x2))
is used. On the other hand, it is directly evident that
lim
r →∞H=OCzs1 ⊕OCs2 ⊕OCz
−1s3 = V 0 =OCH∞.
In particular, for any two F •1 ,F •2 ,∈ DˇPMHS, and Hi (r) ∈ πˇ−1BL (F •i ), limr→∞H1(r) =
limr→∞H2(r). Geometrically, this means that the fibration πˇBL : V(E) → P1 is compactified
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known (see, e.g., [8]) that the blow-up of the singular points of P(1,1, n) is exactly Σn.
We remark that it is also possible to calculate directly the local structure of MredBL in a neigh-
borhood of G :=OCH∞, which yields O(MredBL ,G) ∼= C{a
4, a3b, a2b2, ab3, b4}. 
9.3. Reducible spaces
The following example shows that MBL and MredBL might have several components. Fix
any number n ∈ N>0 and consider the topological data: H∞R := RB1 ⊕ RB2, M := Id ∈
Aut(H∞R ), and S(B tr,B) = (−1)n 12 diag(1,1). Let A1 := B1 + iB2, A2 := A1 = B1 − iB2 so
that S(Ai,Aj )= (−1)nδi+j,3 and consider the reference filtration
{0} = Fn+10  Fn0 := CA1 = Fn−10 = · · · = F−n+10  F−n0 =H∞.
Let w = 0, α1 = −n, then the classifying space is DˇPMHS = DPMHS = DˇPHS = DPHS, it con-
sists of two points, namely F •0 and F •0, which are both pure polarized Hodge structures of
weight zero with Hodge decomposition Hn,−n ⊕ H−n,n. Put s1 := z−nA1, s2 := znA2 then
[13, formulas (5.4), (5.5)] yields P(si, sj ) = δi+j,3. The classifying space DˇBL is a disjoint
union of two affine lines, namely, the universal family over the component above F •0 is given
by H−n(r) :=OC2v1 ⊕OC2v2, where v1 := s1 + rz−1s2, v2 := s2, and the universal family over
the other component is Hn(r) :=OC2(z−nA2 + rzn−1A1) ⊕OC2znA1. The following diagram
visualizes this situation.

CA1
CA2





s1
v1
g1
r s2=:v2
g2
−n −n+1 −1 0 1 n−1 n
It is directly evident, that the “limit TERP”-structure (when r approaches infinity), is given
as G−n+1 := OCg1 ⊕ OCg2, where g1 := zs1 and g2 := z−1s2. We see that G−n+1 is the ori-
gin in one of the two components of the stratum U(−n+1,n−1). The closure of this stratum is
the classifying space associated to the same topological data and to α1 = −n + 1, so that we
get U(−n+1,n−1) ∼= C # C. Note however that the two (conjugate) filtrations induced by G−n+1
and Gn−1, respectively, are not pure polarized: the Hodge metric is negative definite. Taking
the limit of the universal family for this classifying spaces yields TERP-structures G−n+2 and
Gn−2, respectively, and we can continue this procedure until we arrive at G−1 and G1. The lim-
its limr→∞H−1(r) = limr→∞H1(r) are both equal to the lattice G0 = V 0. This shows that the
space MredBL is a chain of 2n copies of P1, where the Hodge filtration gives pure polarized resp.
negative definite pure Hodge structures on every other component of this chain.
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






P1 P1








P1 P1




P1




P1
V 0G−n+1 Gn−1

H−n(0)

Hn(0)
It is easy to calculate the associated twistors: For the original family H−n(r), we have
(Ĥ−n)||r|=1 :=OP1CanC\{|r|=1}
(
s1 + rz−1s2︸ ︷︷ ︸
w1
)⊕OP1CanC\{|r|=1}( s2 + rzs1︸ ︷︷ ︸
w2
)
and the metric is h(w1,w2) = diag(1 − |r|2), so that H−n(r) is a variation of pure polarized
TERP-structures on Δ∗. If r tends to zero, it degenerates to a twistor generated by elementary
sections which corresponds to the pure polarized Hodge structure (H∞,H∞R , S,F
•
0 ). A sim-
ilar statement holds for the family Hn(r) which degenerates to a twistor corresponding to
(H∞,H∞R , S,F
•
0).
Note however that due to P(g1, g2) = −1, the variation of twistors on the second left- or
rightmost P1 is pure polarized on P1\Δ, where the origin is the TERP-structure G−n+1 (resp.
Gn−1). This means that in the above picture, the points of intersection on the lower level are pure
polarized, but not those on the upper level. In particular, V 0 is pure polarized precisely if n is
even (the above picture already supposes that n is odd), which can also be seen directly from
S(A1,A2)= (−1)n.
Remark. There is a common generalization of this example and the second one from Section 9.1
(where MredBL =Σ2), namely, if we consider the same topological data as in Section 9.1, but allow
a larger spectral range: we put α1 := −k − 12 for some k > 0 and, as before, w = 2. Then DˇBL is
still V(E) with E ∈ Pic(P1), but MredBL =
∐
k(Σ2)
(k) is a union of copies of Σ2, which are glued
along the zero resp. infinity section of two successive such copies.
9.4. Monodromy with Jordan block
The following example has a geometric realization within the 1-parameter μ-constant families
of hyperbolic singularities Tpqr . It is of rank two, and contrary to all the previous examples, the
monodromy M is not semi-simple, but has a 2 × 2-Jordan block. We have DˇBL = DˇPMHS ∼= C =
DˇPHS = {pt}.
Set w = 0, α1 = − 12 , α2 = 12 , H∞R = RA1 ⊕ RA2 and define M ∈ Aut(H∞R ) by M(A1) =−A1 − A2, M(A2) = −A2, so that N(A1) = A2, N(A2) = 0. Moreover, define the anti-
symmetric form S by
S(Ai,Ai)= 0, S(A1,A2)= −1
and let s1 = i · z− 12 − N2πi A1, s2 = z 12 A2 which implies that τ(s1)= −z · s1 and τ(s2)= z−1 · s2.
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0 and P(s1, s2) = (−2) · S(A1,A2) = 2. The universal family on DˇBL ∼= C is given as H :=
OC2v1 ⊕OC2v2, where
v1 = s1 + r · z−1s2 and v2 = s2.
Note that both v1 and v2 are elementary sections, and r is a parameter on DˇPMHS, not on the
fibers of DˇBL → DˇPMHS (which are single points in this case). H extends to a variation over P1
where the fiber over r = ∞ is given by H(∞)=OC ·z−1 · s2 ⊕OC ·zs1. It has constant spectrum
Sp = (− 12 , 12 ), but the spectral pairs jump at r = ∞.
H is pure outside {(r)= 0}∪ {∞}. For (r) = 0 the space H 0(P1, Ĥ(r)) is generated by v1
and τ(v1). For (r) > 0 the TERP-structure H(r) is pure and polarized, for (r) < 0 it is pure
with negative definite metric h.
For r ∈ C the data (H∞,H∞R ,F •, S,−N) form a PMHS of weight −1. Here
H∞ =W0  W−1 =W−2 = C ·A2  W−3 = {0},
H∞ = F−1  F 0 = C · (iA1 + r ·A2)  F 1 = {0},
H 0,0 = C · [A1] =W0/W−1, H−1,−1 = C ·A2 =W−2 =W−2/W−3,
i0−0S
([A1],−N([A1]))= S(A1,−A2)= 1 > 0.
For (r) > 0 it is simultaneously also a PHS of weight −1,
i0−(−1)S(iA1 + rA2,−iA1 + rA2)= 2(r).
But for r = ∞ we have
H∞ = F−1∞ ⊃ F 0∞ = C ·A2 ⊃ F 1∞ = {0},
W0/W−1 = F−1∞ GrW0 ⊃ F 0∞ GrW0 = {0},
W−2/W−3 =W−2 = C ·A2 = F 0∞ ⊃ F 1∞ = {0},
so here W0/W−1 carries a Hodge structure of weight −2, and W−2/W−3 carries a Hodge struc-
ture of weight 0. Here N is not strict, N(F 0∞) = {0} = N(H∞) ∩ F−1∞ = C · A2 = F 0∞. So the
filtration for r = ∞ is not at all part of a PMHS.
The classifying space
DˇPMHS =
{
F • ⊂H∞ ∣∣ F 1 = 0 ⊂ F 0 = C · (iA1 + rA2)⊂ F−1 =H∞, r ∈ C}∼= C
is compactified by F •∞ to P1.
9.5. Applications
In the remainder of this section, we use the results of Sections 3 to 5 and the construction
of the space MppBL to prove some applications which are analogues of results for variations of
Hodge structures. They are concerned with extending variations of regular singular, pure po-
larized TERP-structures over subvarieties. We first show that such a variation defined outside a
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computation of [14] as well as the construction of the compact classifying space. A second appli-
cation concerns extensions of variations of TERP-structures over codimension one subvarieties,
here we also use the extension results from the first part, namely Theorem 3.7.
We associated in [14, Lemma 4.4] to any variation of regular singular TERP-structures with
constant spectral pairs a period map to a classifying space DˇBL. Here is the analogue if we do
not suppose that the spectral pairs are constant. We use the notion of “regular singular mixed
TERP-structures”, introduced in Definition 2.7. Recall also that L denotes the universal locally
free sheaf on the classifying space MBL.
Lemma 9.4. Let (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) be a variation of regular singular TERP-structures on a com-
plex manifold M . Let H∞R , S, Mz, w be its topological data and α1 ∈ C such that H⊂ Vα1 (see
Lemma 2.8).
(1) Then there is a unique period map φ˜ : M˜ → MH∞R ,S,Mz,w,α1BL , where π : M˜ → M (as before,
we write MBL for the target of φ˜).
(2) We have that dφ˜(TM˜ )⊂ΘMBL ∩HomOC×MBL (L, z−1L/L), and we say that φ˜ is horizontal.
(3) If Spp(H|C×{x},∇z) = Spp for all x ∈ M for some fixed spectral pairs Spp, then Im(φ˜) ⊂
USpp (which is equal to some DˇBL iff (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) is mixed TERP).
(4) The image of φ˜ is contained in MppBL if (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) is pure polarized. If (H,H ′R,∇,
P ,w) has constant spectral pairs and is moreover mixed and pure polarized, then φ˜ is
distance decreasing with respect to the distance dh on DˇppBL ⊂ MppBL and the Kobayashi
pseudo-distance on M˜ .
(5) If (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) is pure polarized, and if we suppose moreover that the monodromy
representation γ : π1(C∗ ×M) → Aut(H∞R ) respects a lattice H∞Z ⊂ H∞R , then the period
map φ˜ descends to a locally liftable map φ :M →MppBL /GZ where GZ := Aut(H∞Z , S,Mz).
For constant spectral pairs, its image is contained in (USpp ∩MppBL )/GZ.
Proof. Consider the variation π∗(H,H ′R,∇,P ,w), this is obviously an element of
MH
∞
R ,S,M,w,α
BL (M˜) =: MBL(M˜), hence, it corresponds by Theorem 7.3 to a unique morphism
of complex spaces φ˜ : M˜ −→ MBL, with the property that φ˜∗L ∼= π∗H as families of TERP-
structures. The fact that H underlies a variation of TERP-structures translates into the horizon-
tality of φ˜. All other statements are obvious consequences of the results of the last sections, the
distance decreasing property follows from [14, Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.3]. 
Theorem 9.5. Let X be a complex manifold and Y := X\Z, where Z is an analytic subspace of
codimension at least two. Then any variation of pure polarized, regular singular mixed TERP-
structures (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) on Y with constant spectral pairs can be extended to X.
Proof. We argue as in [33, beginning of §4] and [22, Chapters VI, VII]. The extension problem
is of local nature, therefore, for any x ∈ X, we choose a simply connected neighborhood V of x
in X. Then U := V ∩ Y is also simply connected, as Z has codimension at least two in X. We
obtain a period map φ :U → DˇBL ∩MppBL . Notice that by an induction argument on the dimension
of the singular locus of Z we may in fact assume that Z is smooth, and therefore it suffices to
consider the case where V is a polycylinder V = ΔN , and U = Δk × (Δ∗)N−k for some k  2.
[22, Chapter IV, Corollary 4.5] yields that the Kobayashi pseudo-distance dU is a true distance in
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distance dU on U . As DˇBL ∩MppBL is complete with respect to dh by Theorem 8.6, this implies that
φ extends continuously to the closure UdU of U with respect to dU . The assumption that Z ∩ V
is of codimension at least two in V implies (see [22, VI, Proposition 5.1]) that the restriction
(dV )|U agrees with dU , so that UdU = V . This gives the extension φ : V → DˇBL ∩MppBL we are
looking for, which is necessarily holomorphic. 
Remark. Note that it follows from the construction of MBL that the extension constructed in this
way has in general jumping spectral numbers over the points lying in Z.
In applications, the extension over subvarieties of codimension one is an even more important
problem. For this, we can combine the limit results from Section 3 and the properties of the
space MppBL to obtain the following statements for the period map defined by a variation of pure
polarized regular singular TERP-structures.
Let, as in Section 3, 1 l  n, X := Δn, Y := (Δ∗)l ×Δn−l ,X\Y =∐i∈l Di , and consider
a variation of pure polarized regular singular TERP-structures (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) on Y . Denote
by Mi ∈ Aut(H∞R ) the monodromy corresponding to a loop around C∗ × Di ⊂ C∗ × X. As
before, we say that the monodromy respects a lattice if there is a lattice H∞Z ⊂ H∞R such that
the image of γ : π1(C∗ × Y) → Aut(H∞R ) is contained in Aut(H∞Z ), in that case we put GZ :=
Aut(H∞Z , S,Mz). First we have the following rather simple consequence of the relation between
TERP-structures and twistor structures.
Corollary 9.6. The eigenvalues of the automorphisms Mi are elements in S1. If the monodromy
respects a lattice, then they are roots of unity.
Proof. The first part has already been shown in the proof of Lemma 5.3. The second part is the
standard argument known from the case of variations of Hodge structures: If Mi ∈ Aut(H∞Z ),
then its eigenvalues are algebraic integers, so if they have absolute value one, they are necessarily
roots of unity. 
The extension properties of the period map alluded to above can be stated as follows.
Theorem 9.7. Let (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) be a variation of regular singular, pure polarized TERP-
structures on Y .
• If Mi = Id for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, i.e., if there is a period map φ : Y → MppBL , then this map
extends to
φ :X →MppBL
and the variation H extends to a variation on X.
• Suppose that the monodromy respects a lattice, so that we have a locally liftable period
map φ : Y → MppBL /GZ. If all Mi are semi-simple, then φ extends holomorphically (not
necessarily locally liftable) to
φ :X →MppBL /GZ.
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Y,0)→ (C,0), the above statements apply if the variation TERP(F ) on Y described in [12] and
[13] is pure polarized. In this case, the extension of the period map is contained in DˇBL ∩MppBL
resp. (DˇBL ∩MppBL )/GZ where DˇBL is the classifying space associated to the variation of mixed
TERP-structures TERP(F ).
Proof. In both cases, for any x ∈ D consider the maximal subset I ⊂ l such that x ∈ DI . Theo-
rem 3.5 yields the limit TERP-structure H(x) :=H(I )|C×{x} ∈ VB|C×{x}, which is pure polarized
by Theorem 3.7 as all nilpotent parts Ni ∈ End(H∞R ) are zero. By Proposition 3.9, the smallest
spectral number of H(x) is not smaller than α1, so that [H(x)/V >αμ−1] ∈MppBL . In the first case,
putting φ(x) := [H(x)/V >αμ−1] ∈ MppBL defines a continuous and hence holomorphic extension
φ : X → MppBL . In the second case we can choose by the last corollary a sufficiently large pos-
itive integer m such that Mmi = Id for all i. Then the lifted map φ˜(r1, . . . , rl, rl+1, . . . , rn) :=
φ(rm1 , . . . , r
m
l , rl+1, . . . , rn) extends as in the first part to a map φ˜ : Δn −→ MppBL , which yields
the extension φ :X →MppBL /GZ we are looking for. 
Examples. The following two examples, borrowed from the classifying spaces MBL and their
strata USpp from the last subsections illustrate what kind of phenomena can occur when extending
families of TERP-structures over boundary divisors.
(1) In Section 9.2 a variation of TERP-structures on C2 with parameters (r, t) and constant
spectrum (α1,0,−α1) was considered. For example, its restriction to {0} × Δ is pure and
polarized. The further restriction to {0} ×Δ∗ extends to (0,0) by Theorem 9.7(1), and gives
there a pure and polarized TERP-structure, which is of course the original one at (0,0).
One can also restrict to the variation on C∗ × {0} with the parameter r˜ = 1
r
. It is pure and
polarized for |r| = 1. By Theorem 9.7(1), it has a pure and polarized limit TERP-structure
for r˜ → 0. That had also been calculated in Section 9.2, its spectral numbers are (−α1 −
2,0, α1 + 2), so here the spectral numbers jump.
(2) Now we show an easy example where the second part of Theorem 9.7 can be applied. Con-
sider the following topological data: Let H∞ = CA1 ⊕ CA2, A1 = A2, Mz(Ai) = Ai and
S(Ai,Aj ) = δi+j,3. Put w = 0 and α := −1, then the classifying space MBL for these data
consists of two components of the space considered in Section 9.3, i.e., MBL ∼= P1r ∪P1s , with
the following universal families
H(r,1) :=OC×Cr
(
z−1A1 + rA2
)⊕OC×Cr zA2 over Cr ⊂ P1r ,
H(r,2) :=OC×(P1r \{0})
(
r−1z−1A1 +A2
)⊕OC×(P1r \{0})A1 over P1r\{0},
H(s,1) :=OC×Cs
(
z−1A2 + sA1
)⊕OC×Cs zA1 over Cs ⊂ P1s ,
H(s,2) :=OC×(P1s \{0})
(
s−1z−1A2 +A1
)⊕OC×(P1s \{0})A2 over P1s\{0},
where the TERP-structures corresponding to r = ∞ and s = ∞ are the same, i.e., the com-
mon point of the two components of MBL. In Section 9.3 it is shown that MppBL = {r ∈ C |
|r| < 1} # {s ∈ C | |s| < 1}. Define H∞Z := Z · A1+A22 ⊕ Z · i A1−A22 . It is easy to see that
GZ := Aut(H∞Z ,Mz,S) = Aut(H∞Z , S) = D4, and that the group action of GZ on MppBL
identifies the two components {r ∈ C | |r| < 1} and {s ∈ C | |s| < 1}, and quotients once
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(resp., r˜ = s2).
Now consider the following variation over Y := C∗: H :=OC×Y (z−1q−3/4A1 + q3/4A2)⊕
OC×Y (zq3/4A2). Here Mq(A) = A · diag(−i, i), so that (Im)(γ ) ∼= Z/4Z is contained in
GZ (remember that γ : π1(C∗ × Y) ∼= Z2 → Aut(H∞Z ) is the monodromy representation).
The restriction of this family to |q| < 1 is pure polarized. We have the period map φ : Y →
MBL/GZ given by q → r˜ = q3. According to Theorem 9.7(2), we obtain a holomorphic
extension φ : Δ → MppBL /GZ = Δ, still given by r˜ = r3, which is obviously not locally
liftable. Notice finally that both the members of the family H and the image of 0 ∈Δ of the
extended period map φ are TERP-structure with spectral numbers (−1,1), so that Im(φ) is
actually contained in (U(−1,1) ∩MppBL )/GZ.
Remarks. Pursuing further the analogy with the theory of period maps for variations of Hodge
structures, one might ask whether the asymptotic behavior of the above defined map φ˜ can be
controlled by the so-called nilpotent orbits of TERP-structures, as studied in [13]. More precisely,
given a variation of regular singular, pure polarized TERP-structures (H,H ′R,∇,P ,w) (on Δ∗,
say), one might consider the family G := π∗(K), where K := (limr→0 H) ∈ MBL and π : C ×
Δ∗ → C, (z, r) → zr . This is also a variation over Δ∗, with G|r=1 = K . It seems reasonable to
expect that G is a nilpotent orbit of TERP-structures, i.e., it lies in MppBL for |r| $ 1 (see also
[13, Theorem 6.6]). Then we can consider the distance of the two families, and ask whether
an estimate as in [33, Theorem 4.9] holds. This is particularly interesting if K has different
spectrum than the general member of H , as in this case these two families are in different strata
of the space MBL.
One might also be interested to work out such an estimate of the asymptotical behavior of the
distance between H and G in the higher-dimensional case, as in [33, Theorem 4.12].
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